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FORE\'lORD 
This report was prepared by the Calspan Advanced Technology Center, 
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The report descr~bes a port~on of the results of a flight research program per-
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presented and analyzed ~n this report is froQ evaluations of a delta wing con-
figurat~on s~Q~lar in design to the space shuttle orb~ter. A Qore extensive 
report on the overall experiment \vas published as Air Force AFHAL-TR-81-3118 and 
Calspan Report No. 664S-F-S. 
The flying qualit~es experiment reported herein was performed by 
the Flight Research Department of Calspan under joint sponsorship of the 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The obJective of this in-flight research program,utilizing the Air 
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory/Calspan Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS), 
was to obtain data applicable to Flight Phase Category C operation of Class 
III airplanes, i.e., approach and landing task for very large (one million 
pound),low-Ioad factor airplanes. The overall experiment \Vas to provide data 
on the following factors: 
• Minimum short period dynamics 
• The need for absolute n/a limits 
• Effect of normal acceleration cues 
• Augmentat~on system bandwidth 
• Control system time delay and phase shift limits 
• ~fulti-loop control in landing 
• Lateral acceleration tolerable to p~lot 
• Demonstration of lateral-direct~onal augmentation concept 
Only that portlon of the data \~·hich ~s most applicable to the space shuttle 
orb~ter des~gn 1S reported ~n this document. See Calspan Report No. 664S-F-S 
or Air Force Report AFHAL-TR-8l-3118 for a more extenslve treattlent of the over-
all experiment. 
Two Calspan evaluatlon pilots particlpated in this program with 
one pilot evaluating all of the test configurations and the second pilot 
evaluating approxlmately one-half of the test configurations. 
Pilot comments and ratings were recorded in flight. This data is 
cons~dered as the principal data obtained from this program. In addltion, 
model responses and data pertlnent to trajectory analysis was recorded on 
board during the performance of the evaluation task. 
1 
In the overall experiment, three different basic pilot-aircraft models 
\vere generated to evaluate pilot pos~tion versus instantaneous center of pitch 
rotat~on. The aerodynamics and control systems of all of these configurations 
were essentially the same except for the value of z~ , or lift due to elevator 
o 
deflection, \vhich h'as used to shift the center of ro~ation. The three basic 
conf~gurations were: 
Long Aft Tail 
Canard 
Short Aft Tail 
a generic conventionally designed aircraft. 
p~tching moment controller forward which shifts 
center of rotation aft, s~milar to a slender 
arrow-wing supersonic cruise des1gn with a 
canard. 
a gener~c delta wing design with elevons for 
pitch and roll control, shifts center of rota-
tion forward of p1lot, similar to the space 
shuttle orbiter des~gn. 
Comb1ned ~vith the three basic configurations were two different 
types of pitch augmentat10n systems: an angle of attack feedback system 
and a pitch rate feedback system. Control system ga1ns were varied to aug-
ment the bas1c,statically unstable a~rframe up to Levell handling qualit1es. 
Included in the command paths were different levels of extra trans-
port delays (representative of digital control systems) and first order pre-
filters (representative of structural filters). 
A more deta1led descript~on of the Short Aft Tail configurations 
which \-.rere evaluated are outhned and illustrated ~n Section 2 along \v1th other 
deta1ls of the experiment des1gn. Sect10n 3 presents the mechanization of 
the experiment includ1ng the description of the TIFS setup. Section 4 pre-
sents the results of the program, including data collected and analysis. Sec-
tion 5 conta1ns the conclusions. 
2 
Section 2 
EXPERn1E.J.~T DESIGN 
2.1 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
This flight research program consisted of t,,/o sets of configura-
tions with detail variations ,'/hich are outlined and illustrated by the follo\'l-
lng discussion and dlagraQs. 
The two sets of configurations were intended to explore the inter-
actions of baslc configuration factors together with either an angle of attack 
augmentation or a pitch rate augQentation sys~em similar to the space shuttle 
deslgn. The a. augQentatlon system is shown in Figure 1. The a. slgnal used was 
an lnertlal quantity WhlCh eliminated direct turbulence effects on the feedback 
signal. The a feedback gain was varled, along with the effective tlQe delays 
in the pllot's command path to the elevator. This configuration set is illus-
trated by the followlng dlagram. 
Set I - Short Aft Tail 
K 
a. 
High 
a.-Augmentatlon 
f---f---r 
\ 1 
T = A B 
lpitch 
x = 50 ~t mp J 
XpCR=-lO it 
3 
K 
a 
Optiona 1 
,It 
I .. AIRPLANE • .. AND SERVO FEEL oe Lag Delay c .. SYSTEM 1 -T8 l-T 8 + l' e p 
Figure 1. ANGLE OF ATTACK AUGMENTATION 
Some of the terms used in these diagrams and ~n the body of the report are 
defined below: 
T 1 . -p-z-tch. 
T = A -
lpitch 
= B -
= C -
notation used to define the effective time delay of the 
TIPS model following system and the optional elements 
~nserted into the command path. The effective time de-
lay of these portions of the total system is defined 
by the maximum slope intercept method described in 
Appendix V-B. 
nominal effective time delay of the TIPS model follow-
ing delay in pitch (.06 sec). 
"A" delay (.06 sec) plus first order prefilter lag 
(or. = .111) such that Tl for these two elements p-z-tch 
was T1 = .13 sec. 
"B" delay plus transport delay (.07 sec) such that 
T1 for the three elements was .20 sec. 
In the data analysis, the total effect~ve t~ne delay, "[;1' ~s used. See Sec-
non 4.2. 
The X
mp and XpCR refer to the pilot position with respect to the 
center of gravity and center of rotation, respectively,for each configuration. 
These are discussed in detail later in this section. 
The stab~lity and control der~vatives for the basic configurat~on 
were kept constant, and equivalent to those of a one-m~llion pound c-s or 
Boemg 747. The minal normal acceleratlon due to a pitch input at the 10-
cation Q. 
~ 
along the X-body axis can be defined as: 
.... 
1 
Zo t~ . n (0) = - [110 +Z: 11" q(O) z g 
e e 
where ~ ~s the point of ~nterest along the X-body axis. At the center of 
x 
rotation (~CR)' nz(O) = 00 Therefore, 
, Zo 
e ~CR = 118 +Zo Mw 
e e 
S 
Using the above relat1on,Mo and Zo were selected to obtain a center of rota-
t10n similar to the shuttleeorbiter~ The quadratic drag polar (CD +CD a+CD a 2 ) 
was chosen to put the aircraft just barely on the back side of theOpo~~r a 
requ1red curve at 150 KlAS. The diuensional data and stab1lity derivatives are 
presented in Section 2.2. 
The actual pilot location 1n the fuselage of the a1rplane is defined 
in Table 1 and graphically shO\V'n in Figure 20 The vertical dimens10n in the 
body axes system has been varied in each configuration such that the he1ght of 
the pllot above the X-stab1lity axis was constant at Z = -18 ft. This was 
sp 
done to keep the lateral acceleration environment at the model cockpit and the 
eye height at sir.mlated touchdown constant. 
The pitch damp1ng of the base unaugmented airplanes was such that 
only a feedback was requ1red to augment the airplanes toward Level 1 short 
period dynamics. 
were: 
K = ~Iedium 
a 
K = High 
a 
The K gain \V'as chosen such that the resulting dynam1cs 
a 
w2 rz = .096 sr1~ 
w2 /nz = .16 
sp a 
Level 2 and 3 boundary for n fa = 4.15 gfrado 
z 
Levell boundary for n /a = 4.15 g/rad. 
z 
Actual control system parameters are presented in Section 2.2. Figure 3 
shows \V'here these configurations appear on the MlL-F-878SC short period re-
quirements. Equivalent system analysis was performed on the configurations 
after the flight program was completed and revised values for the equivalent 
short period frequencles were obtained. This analysis is presented 1n Appen-
d1X V-A. 
Conflgurat10n set 2 was a partial repeat of set 1, but w1th the 
a augmentat10n system replaced by p1tch rate augmentation plus integral path 
in the forward loop. See Figure 4 for the control system design. This 
control system had two extra features. Cne ~as an angle of attack limiter 
which started addlng pltch do~n cor.unands \vhen the angle of attack increased 
6 
.. 
0 
J 
TABLE 1 
PILOT POSITION WITH RESPECT TO ~10DEL C.G. 
AND PITCH CENTER OF ROTATION 
(Body axis, ft) 
X 
mp = X distance from model C.G. to pilot 
XpCR = X distance from pitch center of rotation to pilot 
Configuration X XpCR mp 
, 
Base Short Aft Tail 50 -10.0 
Short Aft (Pilot @ 70 1 ) 70 10.0 
Short Aft (Pilot @ 110 1 ) 110 50.0 
50 110 190 
0 10 70 80 
1 -10' 0 50' 60 • I + I I ? .'J ~ 
SHORT AFT TAIL 
J PILOT 
~ C.G. 
0 CENTER OF ROTATION 
6 MAIN LANDING GEAR 
Figure 2. RELATIVE LOCATIONS OF PILOT, C.G •• CENTER OF ROTATION. AND t'1AIN 
LANDING GEAR OF VARIOUS COHFIGURATIOIIS 
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Figure 3. AUGMENTATION LEVELS VS WSP REQUIREMENTS 
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FEEL °EC 
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frq) 
S+?; 
. :un 
L1,m 
Optional 1 Lag Delay ,It ~ / SERVO 1 -TS K ~(f rv K ~ s + l/Tq ~ AND T S + 1 ; e °EC q P + S AIRPLANE , 
VT 
J !:.QL Output = . 2 
57.3 g SUL <P -
~ J= V cos <P 
: [i nL + cos e cos 4> ] , nL set at 1.3 a Just to check operation in tests, T 
not used in evaluations 
£</> '" LImit bank angle for Hhich elevator is compensated for level turn (t 4S deg) 
K '" Loop gain establishes dynamIcs, function of ~ q 
Ko '" Conunand gain, set by pilot 
e 
c 
1 '" IntegraljProportlOnal Ratio 
T Influence Augmented Dynamics q 
Flgure 4 PITCH RATE AUG~IENTATION SYSTEM 
a 
rjJ 
• 
-
Lq, 
beyond a chosen value. The other lias a pitch cOPlpensator to keep the nose 
level in a turn without requiring pilot inputs. Since t}U5 latter systen 
require~ a division by cos $ wllich becomes very small at large bank angles, 
it I\as hmited to bank angles of less than 45 degrees. There Iv"as also a 
liIiuter on the total p1tch rate cor.unanded. This was a function of true 
speed, pitch attitude and bank angle and \las used to limit the maximum load fac-
tor (nLJ. This Ilm1ter was not used 10 the evaluatlons but only tested at a 
load factor of 1.3 g's in the checkout phase of the fllght program. All of the 
extra features ln the q augmentation systeTil \lorked properly and reduced pllot 
workload ln these conflguratlons. 
The q augmentation configuratlon set is illustrated by the following 
dlagraTil: 
Set 2 - Short Aft Tail q Augmentatlon 
T =A 
1pitch 
x 
mp = 50 ft. 
XpCR = -10 ft. 
The q augmentation parameters (Xq and Tc) on Figure 4 liere selected to give 
augoented dynal11ics analogous in an "equlvalent system" sense to the short 
period dynanlcs of the a augmented conflgurations of set 1. The Z. galn was q 
inversely proportional to dynamic pressure, q, to keep the dynamics constant 
when speed changed. The gain calculatlOns were 'done before the equlvalent 
system paral11eters of Appendix V-A liere obtalned. Specifically, the value for 
~ was arbltrarlly set at 1 second and the? galn varled untll the pltch rate 
"0 q 
tiTile history from a step lnput reached a maxioum at the saoe tlme as that for 
10 
the equ1valent a augmented configurat10n. Actual control system parameters 
are presented 1n Section 2.2. Figure:5 sho\'/s where these configurations appear 
on the ~IIL-F-878SC short period requirements. Equivalent system analysis of 
these configurations are presented in Appendix V-A. 
In add1tion to the above configurations, \'ihich were flo"n at their 
respect1ve norainal pilot positions, a few extra evaluat10ns were floHn \'lith 
the pilot poslt1on shlfted. TIllS was done to gather data on the effect of 
lnitial normal acceleration and altitude cues on the p1lot. These were all 
run with T = A: 
1pitcn. 
Short Aft Ta1l, H1gh 0., X 
mp 
Short Aft Tail, High q, X 
mp 
= 70' X - 10' 
, ·PCR - -
= 110', XpCR = 50' 
The lateral-d1rectional augtlentauon \~'as set up such that the air-
plane rolled and turned in response to roll controller cOTlllJands without induc-
lng sldes11p. The control system des1gn 1S presented in Figure S. Actual 
control systen parameters are presented 1n Sect10n 2.2. 
The lateral-dlrect10nal augmentatlon system illustrated in Figure 5 
was used to achieve good lateral-directional flying quallties for all the 
configuratlons. It used TR = .87 sec with T1 = A (nomlnal effective time 
d h f roZZ . elay of t e TIFS uodel- ollowing delay in rO~l l.12 sec) and set the p1lot 
at Z = -18 ft. 
sp 
A conf1guration set was planned to explore the flying qualities 
of large space shuttle-type vehicles performing unpowered approaches and land-
1ngs and to determine how much the pitch flying qualities of such a vehicle 
would be degraded by time delay in the pitch command channel. Due to the lack 
of time and funds, thlS experiment was not carried out. However, the results 
of the Short Aft Tail model evaluatlons are applicable to large shuttle con-
figuratlons due to its slmilarity in normal acceleratlon response, i.e., with 
the p1lot near or aft of the p1tch center of rotation. In additlon, an extra 
conflguratlon with the approximate shuttle delay (an equivalent time delay of 
11 
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SERVOS 
AND 
AIRPLANE 
p 
S 
o To Adjust 
_a_ '" L ' ~ 0 ..---009\ ... 
--(S]:r c .FPC 0 R? 
sin ib 
oos e I 
V 
0;=:lP ··0 
•.• RP 0 ~ 
RP(" 
° ....£. = X oos e sin 0 ¢ VT 
Tu.rn Coordinate 
o/¢ '" S/oAll;' 0 
T X 
o /r '" Augment N' r r 
Dutoh RoH Damp 
o /S '" a 
Favorab7,e 
Va7,ue L'S 
I 
I 
I 
J 
Augments primary derivatives, cancels coupling. uses bank angle for turn 
coordination, feeds back S measured as a psuedo lnertial signal. 
Figure 5. LATERAL - DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
12 
Tl .. = .35 seconds plus feel system) was evaluated. This is the Tl = C 
p-z,tcn. 
level plus an extra .11 sec transport delay_ The use of a direct lift control 
device for precise flight path control was also investigated with the Short 
Aft Tail configuration. 
AerodynaIJic, control, and feel systeIJ representation of each of the 
Short Aft Ta~l cOllfigurat~ons are presented in the next subsection. Transfer 
funct~on representat~ons of each of these conf~gurations are presented in 
Append~x I. Step ~nput time histories for pitch, roll and ymY comr.mnds for 
each of the Short Aft Ta~l configurations are presented in Appendix II. 
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202 MODEL EQUATIONS OF ~10TION, AERODYNMIICS AND CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
The equations of motion programmed ~n the TIFS model computer were: 
Force Equat~ons (all angular terms in degrees) 
where: 
iT = - q§.. (C cos B - C sin B ) - g sin y + L cos a. ~ cos 8J.~ I m DIy I m 1. 
sin y = cos BI (cos a.I sin e - sin a.I cos e cos ~) - sin 8I cos e sin ~ 
(S?3)qSCL + (57.3)p 
a. = - B [cos e cos ~ cos a.I + s-z-n e sin a.I ] I mVI cos PI VI cos I 
T sin a.I (57.3) 
mVI cos BI 
= J 
. 
a. ~ ... _v 
.J. 
C!1j! = a.I + CI. .... g 
(57.3)g 
+ VI [cos e cos BI sin ¢ - s-z-n PI (cos e cos ~ sin Cl.I 
+ PI sin a.I - r I cos a.I 
~ .... 
",A" 
.J. 
T cos Cl.I sin P (57.3) 
mVI 
14 
Moment Equations (Body axes) 
Q = (57.3)qSo 
-I Iyy 
(57.3)QSb [C Q,] PI = I 
xx 
(57.3)gSb [c ] r I = I n zz 
(~yy - IZZ) qr"I 
+ I 57.3 
xx 
(" - I ) qJ!?I + xX
Izz 
yy 
57.3 
I (1"2 _ p 2 ) +~ I I 
Iyy 57. J 
"=z (" Ph) 
+ Ixx r I + 57.3 
,. "=z~' _ qr"I) I PI 57.3 
zz 
The non-d~mensional aerodynamic coefficJ.ents were defined by the 
following equatJ.ons: 
C = C + CD ,.. + C ,..2 + C ~ + C .J~ (h) D Do "" D 2"" D \J D G E Ct CL 0 e GE •• e • • 
2~ (CL q + CL.~) + CL -fG• E• (h) q Ct G.E. 
b C = C S + C 0 + C 0 + 2TT (C P + C 1") 
Y YS Yo a Yo 1" v YP Yr 
a r 
IS 
c = C 
m m 
o 
+ C a. + C 15 + 2CV (C q + C a.) 
ma. me e m m· 
e q a. 
+ C ·fG ~ (h) mG•E• .G. 
The constant physical characteristics for all of the configurations 
are listed below: 
Constant Large Aircraft Characteristics 
\l/eJ.ght (:1) = 1,000,000 lb 
Mass (m) = 31,085. slugs 
\hng area (S) = 9,060 ft 2 
Span (0) = 258 ft 
Chord (c) = 35.7 ft 
I = 55,000,000 slug-ft 2 
xx 
I = 78,000,000 slug-ft2 yy 
I = 127,000,000 slug-ft2 
22 
I = o slug-ft2 
X2 
All configurations trimmed at: VIAS 
Vtrue 
q 
CL . C L;r'Z,m 
D . tr'Z,m 
Thrust ..... ;.,r'Z,m 
a. trim 
c 
e . tr'Z,m 
= 150 knots 
= 253.2 ft/sec, sea level 
.. 1/·~ oV; = 76.29 Ib/ft 
= 1.45 
= .16 
= 110,590 Ib 
= 4 degrees 
= 0 
Elevator, aJ.leron, rudder first order servos: 1 
.05s+1 
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The stab111ty and control derivatives for the spec1fic configurat1ons 
were: 
Longitudinal Non-Dimensional Derivat1ves (All angular coefficients in terms 
of degrees) 
Unaugmented 
Short Aft Ta11 
CL 1.08 
0 
CL 
CL 
.0916 
CL~ .0217 
0 
e 
CL .003 (l/percent) 
°DLC 
CD .1lS 
0 
CD .0093 
CL 
CD .00046 
CL 2 
C 
m 
-.0643 
0 
C 
m 
.01607 
CL 
C 
m· 
-.10 
CL 
C -.39 m q 
C -.026 
mo 
e 
17 
Lateral-Dlrectlonal Non-Dimensional Derivatives (All angular coefficients in 
terms of degrees) 
() 
-.U16 
!:JB 
C 0 
cYE! 0 
Yp 
() 
Yo 
0 
(J. 
C 
Yo 
.0033 
I' 
C .0021 
nS 
C -.0023 
n 
c P -.0054 
n 
'"' l' 
.00014 I, 
no 
a 
C 
n. 
-.0019 
0 
l' 
C ~ -.0033 
C ~ 
~ -.0082 
P 
.0038 Cn X. 
l' 
C9. .0014 
0 
a 
Cz .00017 
I 1.5 .f' 
18 
~ 
Ground Effect 
Typical for large transport aircraft 
6CL = .07 F(h) GE 
6CD = .016 F(h) GE 
6C = -.0038 F(h) 
mGE 
where F(h) 1S defined from the following: 
h-'H (f;;) w ... F(h) 
> 100 O. 
90 .02 
80 .04 
70 .06 
60 .08 
SO .10 
40 .14 
30 .20 
20 .32 
10 .50 
0 1.00 
Thrust 
F(h) 
1 
Thrust was co~anded collectively through four throttle 
handles which produced thrust lagged by a three-second first-order filter. 
o T't2 .. 
.1.------...... 
19 
Zb/i.eg 
48 ']tJ 
38+1 THRUST, lb 
Tmax = 200,000 lb. 
The control system gains were: 
Longitudinal 
Alpha Augmentation 
K = 0 la, deg/deg 
a e 
Low (pole at orig~n) 
Hed (n:;o. = .096) 
I ( w2 ) High i'/,zlo. = .15 
Extra (2 ) 
High n:/o. = .24 
Pitch oRate Augmentation 
Z = ~ "deg/deg/sec q q 
T = 1 q 
Low 
Medium 
High 
Extra High with T =.5 q 
Alpha L~miting System: 
I 
Short Aft Ta~l 
K 
a 
.B5 
1.25 
Short Aft Tail 
K (q) q I K (JJ.50 KIA) q q = 76.3 
, 
I 
I 
I 
42/(j I .55 I 
BO.l/q 1.05 
190.B/q 2.5 
: 397/q I 5.2 
o. Zim = 6 degrees, equivalent to V = 140 KIAS 
Z = 2 deg/deg 
0."7 • 
v'Z,,'7! 
20 
I 
Lateral-Directional 
! Feedback Gains LO\'1 Roll DaMping erR = .87) 
i c Is 0 I a I c Ip -1.3 I 
I a c II' -1.6 , a 
c 14> 0 
a 
caloRpC - .125 
c Is 0 
I' 
C Ip -1.285 
I' 
c II' 
I' 
1.5 
c 19 -2.945 ~ = -.3742 @ 150 KIAS I' 
o/cAJvC - .00895 
Feel SysteM 
In general, the pilots were allowed to select the command gains for 
each configurat~on to be evaluated. The evaluations were normally started at 
the nom~nal values shown below but for the cases where the pilot requested a 
command ga~n change, the value used is noted in the flight/configuration log 
Ul Sect~on 4.1. 
Pitch Command Gain 
= 2.5 deg/in Kc (a feedback) 
Ee 
Ko~ (q feedback) 
t"C 
= 1.25 deg/sec 
ln 
Roll Command Gain 
(-rR =·87) 
(1' = .44) R 
Yaw Command Gain 
= 1. 5 deg/ deg 
= 3.0 deg/deg 
Kc = -15. deg/in 
RP 
21 
NOTE: These are nominal values. 
See Flight Log in Sec-
t~on 4.1 for values used 
-
by each p~lot for specific 
evaluat~ons. 
The cockp~t controllers consisted of a wheel, column and rudder pedals 
w~th the following characteristics: 
Pitch - wn (rps) 25.0 or 15.0* 
r; C - ) .7 
Gradient lbs/~n 10.0 
Breakout Clbs) 4.0 
Hysteresis (lbs) 0 
Roll wn Crps) 25.0 
r; ( - ) .7 
Grad~ent Clbs/deg) .5 
Breakout Clbs) 2.0 
Hysteresis Clbs) 0 
Max Deflect~on (deg) 80.0 
Yaw wn Crps) 15.0 
,. ( - ) .7 ., 
Gradient (lbs/in) 100.0 
Breakout (lbs) 3.5 
HystereS1s (lbs) 0 
*P~lot A flew all conf1gurat1ons I·nth a 25 rad/sec pitch feel system, Pilot B 
flell ll10st of las conf~gurat~ons at 15 rad/sec and a felv at 25 rad/sec as lndl-
cated in the Chronological Flight/Configuration log (Table V 10 Sect10n 4.1). 
Pllot [3 00] ected to a feel systen chatter that occurred III th the 2S rad/ sec 
settlng hhen r.ml:1ng large force appl1cations. 
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Section 3 
EXPERIMENT HECHANIZATION 
3.1 EQUIP~ffiNT 
The USAF/Calspan Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) was used as the 
test vehicle in this experimento TIFS is a highly modified C-13l (Convair 
580) configured as a six degree-of-freedom simulator (Figure 6). It has a 
separate evaluation cockpit forward and below the normal C-l3l cockpit. 
\fuen flown from the evaluation cockpit in the simulation or fly-by-wire mode, 
the pilot control commands are fed as inputs to the model computer which cal-
culates the aircraft response to be reproduced. These responses, along with 
TIFS motion sensor sIgnals, are used to generate feedforward and response 
error sIgnals \ihlCh dnve the SIX controllers on the TIFS (Figure 7). The 
result IS a hl~l fidelity reproduction of the motion and visual cues at the 
pilot position of the model aircraft. A detailed description of the TIFS 
can be found in Reference 2. 
3.2 SIMULATION GEOMETRY 
The TIFS motion system was configured to reproduce the model's 
motion at the evaluation pilot's eye point as if the TIPS were positioned 
as sho\ffi in Figure 8. In this sketch, the model is shown in its approximate 
attitude at touchdowno 
Approaches were made to a simulated touchdown \iith the evaluatIon 
pilot at his proper eye height. The TIFS wheels at this altitude were approx-
imately 29 feet above the ground. Altitude was measured by a radar alti-
meter mounted on the underSIde of the TIFS fuselage. EquatIons relating this 
measured altItude (hR) to the model wheel height (hWH) and TIFS wheel height 
(hm) are given below. 1 
h = hR + 21.3 sin e 6.? cos e T 
hrm = hR sin 
- XI1GR e - z cos e MGR 
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ANALOG ELECTROUICS 
ArlO DIGITAL FLIGHT 
RECORDER 
SENSOR BOX 
C·131 AC POWER CONSOLE 
Figure 6. USAF/CALSPAN TOTAL IN-FLIGHT SIMULATOR (TIFS) 
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(hWH was altitude called out and displayed to evaluation pilot on his verti-
cal tape). The prJ.mary distances of interest are defined in Table II and III. 
To obtain responses of the model at the TIFS C.G., a point 33.9 feet 
aft of the evaluation. cockpit, (about which the model following is actually 
done) transformations \iere performed on the following model var~ables to shift 
ther:l to the TIFS C.G.: V, a.I~ ;~ bon ~ t.n., ~ 8I~ S~ nu~ n
tt
• Once TIFS fol-
z ~p ~ .... 'O 
lm{s these responses at its min C. G., the pilot I s sensed accelerations should 
also follow even though nand n are not explicitly used in the model fol-
Yp 40 
lowing system. This ~s true because all of the parameters that make up the 
accelerat~ons (n~ , n. ,p, (7, r, V) are matched and the geoLletry ~s fixed. 
"'CG JCG 
3.3 EVALUATION COCKPIT CONFIGURATION 
The evaluat~on cockp~t was configured as illustrated in Figure 9 • 
The four throttle levers were active and commanded the total thrust of all 
four eng~nes on the model without any yawing moment effects, i.e., each 
throttle lever controlled one fourth of the input to the total thrust compu-
tation. This provlded a large a~rplane feel w~thout added computational 
complexity. 
The cockp~t instruments were generally as shown ~n Figure 10. Not 
shown in Figure 10 but included on this program were a horizontal meter be-
tween the ADI and the HSI displaying sideslip angle and a vertical meter to 
the right of the HSI displaying angle of attack. Raw glide slope error was 
displayed as a vertical bug motion on the left side of the ADI. Raw local-
~zer wasrshown on the localizer needle on the HSI. Rate of cl~mb and radar 
altitude \iere displayed on the tape instrument to the right of the ADI. 
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TABLE II 
PILOT POSITION 
(All in body axis except ZSP in stability axis @ a 
MP model C.G. to pilot 
11TCG - model C.G. to TIFS C.G. 
o 
= 4 , and in ft) 
XpCR - pilot location relative to center of 
rotation for pltch commands (+) Fwd. 
(-) Aft 
ZSP - pilot location relative to X-stability 
aX1S. (-) Above X-axis. 
Configuration XUP 
ZMP Xl'4TCG ZlvIrCG XpCR ZSP 
Base Short Aft Tall 
(pilot @ 50') 
Short Aft (pilot @ 70' ) 
Short Aft (pilot @ 110') 
50 -14.5 16.1 
70 -13.1 36.1 
110 -10.0 76.1 
TABLE III 
MODEL WHEEL POSITION 
-11.7 -10.0 
-10.3 10.0 
- 7.2 50.0 
I1GR = model gear to TIFS radar altimeter 
UGP = model ge<l;r to pilot 
XMGP ZMGP XMGR ZMGR hT - TIFS Gear 
Configuration Height @ T.D. 
-
Short Aft(XI1P = 50') 60 34.5 2.4 34.5 29 
Short Aft(X11,fp = 70') 80 33.1 22.4 33.1 29 
L 
Short Aft(XI1.P = 110') 120 30.0 62.4 30.1 29 
28 
-18 
-18 
-18 
h 
eye 
43 
43 
43 
9. TIFS SIMULATION COCKPIT 
Figure 10. CAPTAIN'S INSTRUMENT PANEL IN EVALUATION COCKPIT 
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Pitch and roll trim controls were combined in a lvheel-mounted thumb 
switch. The rudder trim control was a switch on the center console. 
A Collins flight director,~nstalled in the TIFS,was used during the 
IFR portion of the evaluation task and drove the command bars on the ADI. 
3.4 EVALUATION PROCEDURE N~D TASK DESCRIPTION 
The subject a~rcraft in these evaluat~ons was a very large Class III 
military transport which was evaluated ~n the terminal area flight phase. 
The evaluat~on tasks consisted of the following elements: 
• Up-and-away airwork (Specific evaluat~ons of up-and-away tasks 
were eliminated after the second evaluation flight to allow more 
tlme for approaches. Thereafter, the pilot was allowed to briefly 
sample the up-and-away characteristics of the configuration be-
fore the f~rst approach and on the downwind leg between approaches.) 
Trimmabihty 
Haneuverl.ng about level flight 
Airspeed changes 
Altitude changes 
• Specific landing approaches aided by flight director ~nformation: 
Localizer offset 
Crossw~nd 
Turbulence 
Prec~se touchdown parameters 
The landing approach evaluation task, following the brief a~rwork, 
consisted of the follow~ng: 
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.. 
Precision tracking of the ILS beam, preceded by a "capture" seg-
o 
ment beginning beyond the outer marker and at an angle between 30 
and 450 to the beam. The evaluation pilot was under a hood during 
the simulated IFR approaches until the final portion starting from the 
middle marker at an altitude of approximately 300 feet down to the 
completion of the task. This latter portion of the approach,includ-
ing flare and a simulated touchdown at proper model eye height of 
43 feet, \Vas to be completed v~sually. Precise siMulated touchdmVTIs 
\vere to be attempted. Acceptable landings \vere defined to be \dthin 
a 1000 foot zone centered 1000 ft from the threshold of the runway 
w~th a low s~nk rate «5 ft/sec). Touchdo\VTI \vas signaled by a tone 
over the ~ntercom and a signal hght. 
The task was made more difficult \uth the addition of localizer 
offsets and artificial or natural atmospheric disturbances of crosswinds and 
turbulence. 
The localizer offset was a constant 1.5 degree or 1.2 dot angular 
offset that translated to a 400 ft lateral error at the breakout altitude 
of 300 feet. This forced the pilot to make lateral-directional corrections 
so all of his attention was not kept on the longitud~nal task. 
The cross\und was added or canceled out with the TIFS sideslip mis-
match capability. This capab~lity is limited to a S of .1 radian, equiva-
lent to a 15 knot change in the apparent crosswind at an airspeed of 150 knots. 
Turbulence was also added to disturb the model's response. It was 
des~red to have a light to moderate level of turbulence during each evalua-
tion. When the natural level of turbulence \iaS at this level, it was meas-
ured and introduced into the model's aerodynamic equations through ~ and S g g 
components added to the inertial ~I and SI signals to form the total signals 
aT and ST" When the natural level of turbulence was less than this, artifi-
cially generated turbulence was introduced into the model. The turbulence 
signals recorded on an FM recorder are filtered Gaussian white noise. The 
filtered no~se approximates a Dryden model of turbulence at one specific 
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altltude and speed. The filter characteristics were chosen to duplicate the 
power spectrum of turbulence at 330 feet and 150 KIAS. The a or vertlcal 
turbulence had a break frequency of .75 rad/sec (.12 Hz) and the B or lateral 
turbulence had a break frequency of .25 rad/sec (.04 Hz). The standard devi-
atlon of the artlficial turbulence components were set at the following 
values to simulate moderate turbulence: 
cr 
a g 
= 
= 
1.13 deg (5 ft/sec) 
2.0 deg (8.7 ft/sec) 
Usually three approaches were flo\Yn for each evaluation of a con-
figuratlon. The first was a long ILS approach as previously described. The 
400 foot localizer offset was inserted. Crosswinds were canceled to let the 
pilot concentrate on the longitudinal control in flare and touchdown. The 
second and third approaches were usually visual, starting from an altitude of 
approximately 1000 feet above the ground on the downwind leg. The second ap-
proach had no localizer offset but had the IS-knot crosswind lnserted. The 
third approach had both localizer offset (if it was an ILS) and the IS-knot 
crosswind inserted. All approaches had turbulence added to approximate a mod-
erate level of intensity. The localizer offset and crosswinds were randomly 
alternated left or right. The evaluation pllot was allowed to choose a fourth 
approach at his discretion. 
3.5 PILOTS AND EVALUATION SUMMARY 
Two evaluation pilots pa=ticipated in this flying qualitles investi-
gation. Both of them are Calspan Research Pilots with very extensive exper-
lence as flYlng qualities evaluatlon pllots. They are also flYlng qualities 
lnstructors at the Air Force and Navy Test Pilot Schools, demonstrating 
stabllity and control characteristics with Calspan's variable stabillty alr-
craft. Pilot A's flight experience of 7500 hours includes 750 hours in 
Class III aircraft. He was also an evaluation pilot ln Calspan's space shuttle 
orbiter simulations. Pilot B's flight experience of 5500 hours has been ln 
a wide variety of aircraft. 
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The two pilots performed a total of 90 evaluations of 55 different 
configurations (12 of which dealt \dth the Short Aft Tail configurations) dur-
ing the evaluation phase of the flight program. A total of 260 approaches 
\'lere made. THenty-four flights of approximately tHO hours each \'lere flown. 
The distribut~on of flights and evaluations between the pilots was as follows: 
Pilot A P~lot B 
Total Short Aft Tail Total I Short Aft Tail 
:Flights 18 4 6 2 
Evaluations 62 12 28 8 
Configurations 53 10 25 7 
Approaches 186 38 74 21 
3.6 PILOT COr.U·lENT CARD AND RATING SCALES 
The evaluation pilots were briefed on the general exper1ment pur-
poses and evaluation procedures before they flew. They were informed as to 
whether longitudinal or lateral-directional handling qualities were the prime 
subject of an individual evaluation. In addition, they were told which of 
the basic aircraft configurations (Long Aft Ta~l, Canard, Short Aft Tail) they 
were flying. It \vas beheved that their control technique might have had to 
be changed for each one,and that they should know the~r location with respect 
to the ma~n landing gear. 
The pilots were asked to make brief comments on the configuration 
after each approach as the safety pilots were setting up the TIFS for the next 
approach. These comments were informal and covered in~tial impressions. After 
all of the approaches for an evaluation were completed, the evaluation pilot 
made h1s formal comments and pilot ratings. His comments followed the Com-
ment Card shown in Figure 11. If the configuration was a lateral-directional 
evaluat~on, he also gave comments on the po~nts shown on the B section of the 
Comment Card. After the formal comments, the pilot gave one Cooper-Harper 
rating (Figure 12) that covered all flying qualities in the landing approach 
task. In add~t~on, a P~lot-Induced Osc~llat~on (PIa) Tendency Class~ficat~on 
(F1gure 13) was given. 
. ... 
').J 
A. LONGITUDINAL CONFIGURATIONS 
1. Feel 
forces~ displacements? 
pitch sensitivity? - trim? 
20 Pitch att~tude response to inputs required to perform task 
initial response 
predictability of final response 
special pilot ~nputs? 
tendency towards PIO? 
3. Airspeed control 
4. Approach performance 
ILS: g11deslope, localizer~ throttle 
visual approaches (sidestep maneuver) 
S. Flare and touchdown performance 
problems? any special control techn~ques? 
6. Differences bet\'ieen approach and landing tasks 
significant? - most difficult task? 
7. Effects of turbulence/wind 
8. Lateral-directional characterist~cs: a factor ~n evaluat~on? 
9. Summary (brief) 
major problems good features 
10. Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating (separate ratings for different tasks 
if possible) - PIO rating. 
B. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS 
1. Roll control authority 
2. Roll control sensitivity 
3. Roll response in general 
4. Roll tendency to overshoot 
S. Heading response 
a o turn entry 
b. rollout of turn 
6. Tendency to sideslip for roll maneuvers 
7. Rudder control 
a. power 
b. sensitiv~ty 
8. Tendency of A/C to maintain bank angle 
9. Roll-pitch control harmony 
10. Other comments ride quality 
init~al accelerations vSo steady state 
turbulence effects on ride quality 
magnitude of inputs before accelerations become 
unsatisfactory or unacceptable 
Figure 11. PILOT COMMENT CARD~ APPROACH AND LANDING 
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HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE 
ADEQUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR 
REQUIRED OPERATlON* 
AIRCRAFT 
CHARACTERISTICS ' 
DEMANDS ON THE PILOT PILOT 
IN SELECTED TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATlON* RATING 
Excellent Piiol compensatton not a facror for 
Highly desirable desired performance 
Good P"ot comp.nS.hen not a lactor for r--------------oooj. Negligible deficienCies desired performance 
~F~a~"---~S-o-m-e-m-'-Id-,y-------~-'-'n-'m-.-I~p-,'-ot-c-o-m-p-e-n-•• -I-'o-n-r-.-q-U'-re-d-'-o-r-------C===== 
Figure 12. 
unpleasant defICienCies desIred performance 
Minor but annoying 
deftcrenCles 
Moderately obJectiOnable 
deftclenCles 
Very o~lecl,onable but 
tolerable deficienCies 
Malor deficienCies 
Malor defiCienCies 
Cooper Har~.r Ret NASA TNO 5153 
Desired performance requires moderate 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance requires 
conSiderable pilot compensation 
Adequate performance reqUires extenSive 
pilot compensauon 
Adequate performance not attalnaOie With 
maximum tolerable pilot compensation 
Controllability not In QuestIon 
ConSiderable Cllot compensation IS reQUired 
for control 
Intense Pilot compensatIon IS reqUired to 
retain control 
Control will be lost dUring some portion of 
reQuired operation 
4 
5 
8 
9 
.. O,tln"'on of reQultea ooerallon ,nvOI"'e. deslqnallon of Ihqru pl'las' andior 
suOpt'lases wlfl'l acco",piJnYlng conditions 
COOPER-HARPER HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE 
3S 
~----------------------------1 
Pllot Inltlated 
Abrupt Maneuvers 
or 
Ti ght Control 
Pllot Attempts 
to Enter Control 
Loop 
No ~-----2 
'-------3 
No 
..------4 
Yes 
"'-------5 
~~Ye~s~ __________ 6 
Fi gure 13., PIO TEiWEiiCY CLASS I FIC/\TIorl SCALE 
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Pilot cornmentary and ratl.ngs ~iere recorded on a tape recorder in 
flight. These comments were transcribed and are available fron Calspan fl.les. 
Summaries for the Short Aft Tail configurations are presented in Appendix III. 
3.7 DATA RECORDING 
A 58-channel digital recorder was used to record signals of interest. 
These included: 
1. Pilot command inputs 
2. Control surface motions 
3. Aircraft states 
-
model and TIFS 
4. Localizer and glides lope deviatl.on 
5. Radar altitude 
6. Turbulence inputs 
A specific list of recorded variables 1.S presented in Appendl.x V~-. 
3. 8 ~10DEL-FOLLOWING VERIFICATION 
Samples of model-following responses are sho\1/ll in Figures 14 through 
17. These 1.nclude pitch and roll automatic steps and typical approach records. 
The .06 sec and .12 sec model-followl.ng delay in pitch rate and roll rate~ 
respectively, can be seen. The longitudinal approach record shows a PIO 
developl.ng wl.th the Short Aft Tail configuration. Most of the higher frequency 
differences bet\ieen the model and T!FS responses are due to natural turbulence 
which was not l.nserted into the model on these records. There were some 
errors in angle of attack model-following~ especially in turns, which was 
later traced to air data computational errors in the TIFS sensor system. 
However, these problems did not affect the model followl.ng of the primary var-
iables of pitch rate and normal acceleration. Early in th~ evaluation program, 
due to the sensor problem, the model was given an erroneous lO\i dynamic pressure 
at the system engage point. This forced the model to trim at a slightly hl.gher 
angle of attack than desired. This would put the model further aft on the back-
Sl.de of its pOwer required curve. This complicated the airspeed control task 
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on a few approaches which was already difficult due to slow model thrust re-
sponse. The evaluation pilots noted the approaches on which they had these extra 
airspeed control problems and attempted to ignore these effects when rating the 
configurations. 
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Sect10n 4 
EXPERUIENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The results of the Large Airplane flying qualities experiment covering 
the shuttle-like Short Aft Tail configuration are presented in this section. 
The data obta1ned from the experiment are in the form of pilot ratings and 
pilot comments. Correlations of pilot rating with the various experimental 
variables are presented. Pitch attitude, pilot/aircraft control-loop analysis 
was perforr.led to correlate with the data. A mulu-loop analysis of pitch atti-
tude and alt1tude control 1S also presented. Flnally, a discussion of the 
turbulence response is glven. 
The pilot corrunent sur:unar1es from the evaluated configurations h'ere 
too lengthy to include 1n this section and are presented 1n Appendix III. 
The appendices also conta1n addltional data correlations and analyses which 
were carr1ed out. These include equ1valent system analys1s in Appendix V-A, 
time h1story cr1ter1a for p1tch rate response 1n Appendlx V-B, and open-loop 
aircraft and aircraft plus uncompensated pllot analysis in Appendix V-C and 
V-D. 
As an aid in follo\v'lng the analysis in this sectioIl, a Configuration-
Flight Index, along with a Chronological Flight/Conflguratlon Log (Tables IV 
and V) are presented. Only the Short Aft Tall configurations are shown. This 
will allow one to determlne on whlch fllght a spec1fic configuration was 
flown, pilot, order of configurations flown, number of approaches, pilot 
ratings, and any spec1al remarks for that configuration presentatlon. In 
add1t1on, Tables VI and VII present a listing of the pllot ratlngs and PIO 
rat1ngs 1n a summary form. 
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TABLE IV 
CONFIGURATION - FLIGHT n~DEX 
Fhght/Pl.lot 
ConfiguratlOn Level of Delay 
(All longl.tudl.na1 config's flown with 
LR = .87~ Zs = -18'~ Tl = A) 
P roZZ 
A B 
Short Aft Tail ivied a. 619/A 615/13,618/ A 
High a. 615/B,618/A 619/A 
630/A 
\dth DLC 630/A 
Hed q 619/A 
High q 615/B,619/A 
6.30/A,631/B, 
\vl.th DLC 62!J/ A 
Hl.ah q (X = 70') 
o mp 629/A,631/13 
High q (X = 110') 
mp 629/A,631/I3 
Ex-High q 631/13 
; 
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T .. ) 
. 
C 
631/B 
(T 1=.35) 
TABLE V 
CHRO\OLOGICAL FLIGIIT/CmJFIGURA.TION LOG 
1980 
Fl.T DATE CONFIGURATION PILOT PR PIOR APP'S OTHER REMARKS 
I I 
All at Niagara and nom-
inal gearings except as 
615 7/31 Short aft, high tt, '1' = A B 10 4 l-ILS,3-VIS notedo 
I 1 Short aft, med eL T = B B 10 6 l-ILS,l-VIS , 1 
I Short aft, high q, T = A B 6 3 I-ILS,I-VIS 1 Pilot B flew with 15 
, I rad/sec pitch feel I system. 
618 8/4 Short aft, high tt, T = A A 1 
!) 5 I-ILS,2-VIS 1.3 x nominal gearing. I 
Short aft, med eL, T = B A 1 10 5 l-ILS,l-VIS L3x nominal gearing. 
1 619 I 8/4 Short <lft, high eL, T = B A 10 6 I-ILS,2-VIS 20 0 x nominal gearing. • 1 
I J Short aft, med eL, T = A A 10 5 I-ILS,2-VIS No G/S guidance. 1 
l Short aft, med q, T = A A 9 4 l-ILS,2-VIS 2 x nominal gearing, at 
! 1 Rochester. 
I 
I Short aft, tagh q, T = A A 9 4 l-ILS,2-VIS at Rochester I 
/629 
I 1 
8/12 Short aft, tagh (I, T =A X =70' A 5 1 I-ILS,2-VIS at Buffaloo r 1 "p I 
Short aft, tagh q, T =A X =-110' A 4-1/2 1 1-ILS,3-VIS at Buffalo. ! 
, 1 "p 
Short aft, lagh q, In -A DLC A 5 2 l-ILS,4-VIS , .L 1- , I , I 
630 8/13 Short aft, lllgh I q, T = A A 5 3 l-ILS,2-VIS 1.5 x nominal gearing. 1 
Short aft# lngh eL, T = A A 8 4 I-ILS,2-VIS 10 3 x nominal gearing. 1 , I , Short aft, lngh eL, T =A DLC A 6 I 3 I-ILS,3-VIS 103 x nominal gearing. 1 ' 
~~ 
-
l 
• . . 
1980 
DATI; 
631 8/14 Short 
Short 
Short 
Short 
Short 
LJ 
e 
TABLl. V (corn'D) 
ClIRO\OLOGICAL FLIGIiT/cm~FIGURATION LOG 
CONFIGURATION PILOT Pit PIOR APP'S 
aft, high q, T -=A X =7u' 1 ' P 
I 
B 8 3 l-ILS,2-VIS 
aft, tngh q, T1 -= • ,')5 B 9 4 l-ILS,2-VIS 
aft, Ex-HI l[, T = A 1 B 4 2 l-ILS,l-VI~ 
aft, tagh q, T =A X =110' 1 ' P B 3 1 l-lLS,2-VIS 
aft, high q, T = A 1 B 4 2 l-ILS,l-VIS 
I J I 
OTHE R R E~fARKS 
All at Niagara and nom-
inal gearings except as 
noted o 
E'luivalent shuttle 
delay/lag 
at Buffalo, 1.5 x nom-
inal gearingo 
I 
CONFIGURATION ** 
TABLE VI 
COOPER-HARPER PILOT RATINGS CPR) 
LEVEL OF DELAY (T1) (All longitudinal config's A B flown with LR = .87~ 
Z = -18'~ T = A) , sp 1
roZZ Pilot A Pilot B Pilot A Pilot B Pilot 
Short Aft Hed a. 10 10 10 
X =50' (OLC) 
mp High a. ,I 10 10 XpCR=-10' 
9,8,6 
~!ed q 9 
(OLC) 
C 
A ",Pilot B 
,-
High q j 6,4 9 CT1=.35 9,5,5 (X =10') 
High q x
mp 
=10' 5 8* 
PCR 
H' h (X =110') 4-1/2 3 19 q mp 
X =50' PCR 
Ex-Hi q 4 
*Flrst configuration flown after one week non-flying, said may have been biased 
agalnst all short aft configurations at start of flight. 
*~Pitch feel system: Pilot A - w = 25 rad/sec 
Pllot B - wn = 15 rad/sec 
n 
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) 
TABLE VII 
PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIOi'l RATINGS (PIOR) 
- CONFIGURATION ** Ll;VLL Of UELAY (1' ) 
All long~tud~nal conf~gts 1 
flown with TR = .87~ A B C 
Z = -18' T = A) ~ sp ~ 1 
roU Pilot A Pilot B Pilot A Pilot B Pilot A Pilot B 
Short Aft Hed Ct 5 5 6 -
(DLC) 
High Ct 5,4,3~ 4 6 
Med q 4 
(DLe) -
High q 4,3,2" 3,2 4 (T1=·Ji. 
H~gh q (X =70') 
mp 1 3 
High q (X =110') 1 1 mp 
Ex-H~ q 2 
**p' , ~ 1 ... Pllot \ ~ w;_ = ?5 rad/sec ltcn l:ee syst..er.1.: t'\,_ 
Pllot B ~ w;; = 15 rad/sec 
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4.2 PILOT RATINGS VERSUS EXPERIHENT VARIABLES 
The primary var~ables ~n the Large Airplane experinent were: 
• Pilot locat~on with respect to pitch center of rotation. 
• Augmentat~on schemes - a-feedback and q-feedback Hith propor-
tional plus integral command to yield attitude hold. 
o Level of augmentation. 
• Time delay - produced by model-following lags and ~nserted 
prefilters and pure time delays. 
The effect of these parameter variat~ons on pilot ratings are shown 
in Figures 18 through 24. On some of these figures, results from the Long 
Aft Ta~l and Canard configurations are shown to lughlight contrast beti'leen 
the Short Aft Ta~l configurations and more conventional configurat~ons. 
The total effect~ve t~me delay, t 1 , was neasured by the maximum 
slope intercept method from conputed time histories. It includes the feel 
system, added lags or delays, model control system, airplane model, and TIPS 
model follDl-ling delay. Appendix V-B presents a tabulation of tl for the 
p~tch conf~gurations. 
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4.2.1 Longitudinal Results 
One point that should be brought out before going into the longi-
tudinal results is that many of the test points Here dO\Vl1-rated for a~rspeed 
control proble~s due to sloH thrust response and backside operation. and not 
pltch dynamics. There Here very feH cases in the overall experi~ent Hhere 
p~lot rat~ngs of better than 3 Here received even \'ihen there \lere no problems 
Hith pitch control. There may have been a one to t~o point degradation in 
p~lot ratlng due to this speed control proble~. 
Figure 18 shoHs ho\'i pilot rat~ngs were affected by the variation of 
pilot pos1tion H~th respect to pitch center of ro~ahon. The pilot position 
\'ias changed from ten feet aft of the center of rotat~on to SO feet for\'iard 
in the Short Aft Tail configurat~on. Data is also shmm for the Long Aft 
Ta~l and Canard configurat~ons. Data is presented in th~s figure for only 
the h~gh level of augmentat~on cases and Hith tine delay level T1 = A. There 
~s a def~nite trend tOHards better ratings as the pilot is positioned fur-
ther forward of the center of rotation. Th~s ~s more strik~ngly shmm on 
some of the folloHing figures where pilot ratings versus effective time de-
lay and levels of augmentation are presented. 
Th~s large variation ln pilot ratings for configurations that Here 
essentially the same except for p~lot position is partly the effect of visual 
perception of rate of climb and altitude at the pilot position Hhen near the 
ground and partly the effect of no~al acceleration felt by the pilot. These 
cues are the normal accelerat~on at the pilot station and essent~ally the 
integrat~ons of it. Normal acceleration at the pilot 
=l/ 
z 
c.g. 
X • 
MPq 
+-g 
station is defined by: 
Figure 2S presents the normal acceleration and altitude step responses for 
the three pilot locations. each for the High q-augmentation level. The dis-
tances fran the center of rotation to p~lot position are +50. +10. -10 feet. 
respect~vely. for these configurat~ons. It can be seen that the +50 config-
uratlon has a much larger initlal lJ.., klCk than the +10 configuration. The 
~p 
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Figure 25. NORr~AL ACCELi::RATION AND ALTITUDE AT VARIOUS PILOT 
STATIONS IN SHORT AFT TAIL CONFIGURATION, HIGH a 
AUGMENTATION, Tl = A 
S6 
-10 configuration produces a non-minimum phase shape with the response inI-
tially gOIng slightly negative before going positive and matching the other 
responses near three seconds into the tIme history. It is near one and 
one-half seconds into the response before the pIlot can actually see his 
altitude change. The pilot comments clearly indicate that the pIlots per-
ceived this. Hith the +50 configuration, the pilots found they could fly the 
airplane more "naturally," the response felt more crisp and fine correctIons 
in sInk rate near touchdo\~ were more easIly made. The better perceived con-
trol over rate of sInk, especially in the flare, overcame some of the problems 
related to the low short period frequency. The -10 ft configuration was de-
scrIbed as "very sluggish and delayed" even WIth the high augmentauon levels 
and no extra lags or delays added. The ILS and VFR tracking aHay from the 
ground \Vas described as "all right" but as soon as the pilot acqUIred outside 
cues for references In flare and touchdOl'ID, the control deteriorated. Many 
ti~esJ PIO's resulted. Comments indicated precise control of sink rate near 
touchdOlv11 \~as very poor or Impossible. All of the pilot's attention ''las de-
voted to the al u tude and rate of sInk task ,vith the touchdO\v11 point and 
lateral-dIrectIonal task ignored many times. 
TIle effect of time delay on pilot ratIngs had the expected overall 
trend (Figure 19-22). As the effectIve tIne delay (neasured fran the maximum 
slope Intercept method see Appendix V-B) increased from a level near .14 
seconds to .35 seconds, pilot ratIngs degraded. The degree of degradation ex-
hibited In the overall experlnent was less than expected based on experIence In 
the landIng experiment of Reference 6. The degrading effect of tine delay may 
not be as strong due to the low level of agility demanded by the pilots in 
thIS eXperIr.1ent. The task was to land a one-mIllion pound transport aircraft 
WIth loIV turbulence response and strong ground effect. These characteristics 
and the low agIlIty demanded by the pIlot combine to yield an aircraft IVhich 
can be landed USIng a SIgnIficantly different technIque than that reqUIred 
to land smaller aIrcraft. One of the pIlots saId he used a "learned" or 
tllJrecognitlve" attItude tIme Iustory as reference for attItude control. This 
consIsted of maintaInIng attltude constant untll a certain wheel heIght and 
then to make a specific noseup change of attitude, independent of SInk rate 
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or altitude, which he had learned would result in a good flare and acceptable 
slnk rate at touchdown. He depended on the ground effect to provide a signi-
ficant amount of the lift required to arrest the Sl11k rate. He claims this 
. 
technlque is nore open loop in terms of use of hand h cues than the technique 
used to land smaller alrcraft. l'lith the control technique used, which is char-
acterlstic of very large alrcraft, the pilot is more tolerant of, or less 
sensitive to, tine delays inserted ln the co~wand path. T1115 is discussed fur-
ther 1n Section 4.5. The Short Aft Tail design \lith a-augmentation \;as rated 
poorly even wlth the low level of time delay. The effect of lncreaslng the 
time delay was not evident for these configurations. 
Part of the reason for the increased tolerance to control system 
lag and delay that \vas exhibited in this experiment when the pilot \vas located 
large distances ahead of the center of rotation 1S thought to be attributable 
to the fact that the pitch acceleration response, although delayed, is ampli-
fied and "displayed" to the pllot as normal acce!~ration.' The amplified initial 
normal acceleration response is easily perceived by the pilot and provides the 
needed confirmatlon cue that the airplane is responding to the pilot's control 
actlon. 
For the XpCR = -10 ft Short Aft Tail configurations, there are many 
points ln the Level 2 region Wh1Ch have pilot ratings worse than 6.5 even for 
the minimum time delay. AgalI1, it appears that the pllot positlon aft of the 
center of rotatlon causes thlS. There were pllot comments describing delayed 
response and altitude control problems in flare Ilhen there \vas no extra lags 
added. The Short Aft Tall configuratlons for which extra lags and delays were 
1I1serted 1n the command path recelved p1lot ratings of 9 and 10 and PIO ratlngs 
of 4, 5, and 6. These latter configurations Ivere sinilar to XpCR = +10 and 
+50 configurations (except for the changes to move the pllot position wlth 
respect to the center of rotation) whlch received pllot ratlngs of 4.5 and 5 
and PIO ratlngs of 1 from Pilot A. 
P1lot ratlngs versus level of augmentation are presented in Flgures 
23 and 24 for a. and q augmentation, respectlvely. There is a slight trend 
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towards better ratings as the a augmentation level is increased. The trend to 
better ratings is much more pronounced with the q augmented configurations. With 
the a augmented configurations, as the feedback was increased, the short period 
frequency increased to high values making the configuration stable and then in-
creasingly qu~cker and responsive. However, along with the higher level of static 
stability came some non-beneficial characteristics. Large forces were required 
to hold speeds off of trim and to keep the aircraft level in turns where large 
angle of attack changes were necessary. In addition, as the stability in-
creased, so did the turbulence response as discussed in Section 4.6. The 
pilots commented that these higher augmented configurations had better ini-
tial response characteristics but d~d not seem to hold attitude and predicta-
bility of final attitude was not as good as desired. Attitude, airspeed and 
flight path control required high workload in turbulence. 
The a-augmented airplanes tended to hold a and, in turbulence and 
ground effect, there \~as considerable 101'; frequency variation of attitude and 
a~rspeed WhlCll required increased pilot attention and workload to control. The 
a1rplanes were repeatedly described as ponderous III the IFR approach and diffi-
cult to control dur1ng flare and touchdown. The phUg01d mode becones more no-
tlceable and is hkely the cause of these observatlons and the pilot ratings 
of the a configuratlons. 
The q-augmented configurations generally had better p1lot ratings 
and COr.lr.lents than the a-feedback configurat10ns as the level of augmentation 
increased. [An exception 1S the Pllot A evaluation of the H~gh q-configuration 
performed on 8/4/80. (See Pilot Comments on page III-IS.) This evaluation was 
performed W1 th a taihand and may have been lnfluenced by \Vind shear.J The primary 
reason for tillS is the attitude-hold feature for these q-feedback configuratlons. 
TIns nade preclse control of p1tch at~ltude r:1uch easier near touchdmlIl because 
the control system reJected pitch d~sturbances due to ground ef=ect. The pllots 
coul d make a sr.1.all lnput and know where the final a ttl tude liould be. ThlS was 
especlally helpful wHh the XpCR = -10 ft Short Aft Tail configuratlon h'hlCh dld 
not provlde the necessary not10n cues to tell the p1lot he had nade the proper 
ccrrectlons. He could learn to fly lntn an open-loop technlque naklng sr:1all 
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occaslOnal pulse-like Inputs to correct fll~h~ path errors. The pllots l.;ere 
favorably Impressed with the level turn feature Hithout pitch inputs in the 
q-augMented configurations. TIllS cOI:1pletely ellnlnated the fatigue resulting 
fran turnlng I:1aneuvers lnth the higher a-augnented configurations. Turbulence 
reS?OrlSe, which is dIscussed In Sectlon 4.6, was also r:mch less ldth these q-
feedback conflguratlons due to the lOll stat~c stabIlIty of the basic airplane 
and the tendency of the control systen to hold attltude and zero pitc~ rate. 
,':hen the pltch rate augmented aIrFlanes here "trli.:rlled" and the pilot had the 
rlgllt thrust settlng, they tended to hold alrspeed very ~ell, even In turbulence. 
4.2.2 Lateral-Dlrectlonal Results 
Generally, the lateral-directional cllaracterlstlcs were not a factor 
In the evaluatIons. Turns were automatlcally coordlnated, so sideslip and the 
Dutch roll mode \,ere not excited with roll inputs. There were some conplalnts 
due to the low Dutch roll frequency (.5 rad/sec) lvlllch f.1ade the pllots call 
the configuration "ponderous" when they had to use yml control as In the 
sldestep mruleuver, and crosswind and turbulence correctIons. 
4.3 PITCH ATTITUDE PILOT/AIRCRAFT CONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Analysis of the pitch-attitude pilot/aIrcraft control loop was per-
formed on the evaluated configurations. These Included open-loop analysis of 
the aircraft alone WIthout pilot: e/FES~ open-loop analysis of aircraft plus 
pilot without any pilot compensation: a/e (no compensat1on), and closed-loop 
€ 
analysis of ent1re pitch attitude control system w1th pilot compensatBOn. The 
pi tch att1tude control loop structure is shown in .::igure :'6. Results from 
the open-loop aircraft configuration and uncompensated pilot analys1s is pre-
sented in Appendix '1-C and V-D. The closed-loop analysis 1S presented here. 
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Figure 26. PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL LOOP STRUCTURE 
The analysis is derived from the work by Neal and Smith reported ln 
Reference S. The basic approach is to model the pilot-airplane pitch attltude 
control loop as a unlty feedback system with a pilot model of an assumed form 
in the forward loop. The form of the assumed pilot model permits accounting 
for the following characteristics exhibited by pilots when controlling dynamic 
systems: 
• AdJustable gain. 
• Time delay. 
• Abillty to develop lead or to operate on derivative or rate in-
formation. 
• AbiE ty to develop lag or to "smooth" inputs. (Lag \'Ias not used 
on the configurations investigated because of their low fre-
quency characteristics). 
• Ability to provide low frequency integration. 
The form of the pilot model defined below accounts for the observed 
capabllltles and limitations of the pllot with sufficlent accuracy to permit 
approximate analysis of the dynamlcs of the closed-lOOp, pilot-airplane system 
1n pitch. It should be emphasized that 1t is not necessary for the pilot model 
to be an exact analog of the human pilot for it to be useful ln the context of 
a design crlteria. The design crlteria is based on the hypothesiS that 1f good 
closed-loop dynamlc performance can be achleved wlth an autopilot of the form 
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described by the assumed pilot model, then the human pilot will also be able 
to achieve good closed-loop dynamic performance. 
The pilot model used is: 
Y = K e':'· 258 (58+1 )(r 8+1) 
Fe Fe 8 L 
The gain, Kp , is ~n the units of pounds/rad. 
e 
delay in the p~lot's neuromuscu-
on delays observed in records 
for the discrete tracbng task performed in References 5 and 6. These 
records exhib~t delays ranging from 0.20 to 0.40 seconds. The value of 0.25 
was selected on the basis of cut and try data correlation and is interrelated 
w~th the bandwidth frequency that is spec~fied for a g~ven flight phase or 
task. 
The -.258 term accounts for t~me e 
lar system. The value of 0.25 sec. is based 
58+1 . f The ---- term prov~des low frequency integration capability. A arm 
8 
of the pilot model without this term can be used when constant speed or two 
degree-of-freedom equations are used to represent the airplane. In that case, 
the airplane transfer function should have a free 8 in the denominator and low 
frequency integration by the p~lot will not be necessary. l~len three degree-
of-freedom equations are used, as ~s the case in the present analysis, or when 
the flight control system uses high gain attitude stabilization, it may be 
necessary for the pilot model to perform low f!equency integration to avoid 
droop at frequencies less than wBW' 
The (r£8+1) term accounts for the lead that the p~lot provides to 
ach~eve desired closed-loop performance and is a measure of his workload. 
Because the closed-loop,pilot-airplane dynamic system has been 
modeled as a negat~ve feedback system with unity gain in the feedback path, it 
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is poss1ble to relate the dynamic characteristics of the elements in the for-
ward loop, e/e = y y ~ to the dynamic characteristics of the closed-loop sys-
Yp~Yce Pe ce 
tern, 6/6
c 
= 1+Y Y ~ through use of a Nichols diagram, (Figure 27). This diagram 
Pe Cs 
consists of the superposition of t\~O grid systems. The rectangular grid is the 
magnitude and phase of the 
grid system represents the 
Y Y 
forward loop dynamic elements Y Y and the curved Pe Cs 
magnitude and phase of the closed-loop system e/e = 
C 
Pe ce 
1+Y Y • 
Pe c e 
Therefore, one can determine the closed-loop dynamic character1stics 
by plotting the magnitude and phase data of Y Y for a range of frequency on Pe c e 
the rectangular grid. 
It is hypothes1zed that a given Flight Phase or task performed in a 
typical environment will requ1re certain minimum dynamic characteristics of 
the closed-loop,pilot-a1rplane system. The parameters used to define the closed-
loop dynam1c performance are bandw1dth, droop at frequencies belo\v the band 
w1dth,and resonance magnitude. These closed-loop system parameters are defined 
by the curved lines on Figure 27. The maximum droop permitted for W < wBW 
is -3.0 db. This value has been defined somewhat arbitrarily but can be justi-
fied from examination of discrete tracking task records in References 5 and 
6 and by interpretation of pilot comments in these references. 
The closed-loop system resonance limits for Levelland Level 2 have 
been determ1ned from empirical data correlation. 
The bandwldth frequency is dependent upon the task. 
In application of this design criteria, the designer must succeed 1n 
finding a combinat1on of K and ~L which will cause the amplitude and phase 
data for Y Y to plot i~ethe Levell or Level 2 regions of Figure 27. It Pe Cs is necessary, therefore, to perform a parameter search. Th1S search procedure 
is not difficult and can be performed graphically using graphical aids de-
scribed in Reference 5 or the process can be mechanized on a digital computer. 
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Figure 27. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PITCH DYNAMICS WITH THE PILOT IN THE LOOP 
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Because the calculations involved in evaluating the magnitude and phase of 
Y Y as a function of frequency are simple to perform, it is feasible to use p c 
a simple trial and error approach to test whether or not a proposed airplane 
deslgn meets the design crlteria for closed-loop performance. 
4.3.2 Pllot Compensation (Neal-Smith) Analysis 
In this analysls, pilot lead compensation (TLs+l) lias obtained that 
\Jould make the open-loop compensated pilot plus aircraft transfer function 
(6/6 ) drawn on a Nichols diagram pass through the acceptable closed-loop cri-
e: 
teria region (see Figure 27)0 That lS, provide the apnropriate gain and lead 
to keep closed-loop resonance less than +3 dB and closed-loop droop less than 
-3 dB for W < wmv ' The bandwidth frequency is deflned as the frequency which 
results in a cloS~d-loop phase of -90 degrees. The bandwldth chosen for this 
set of data was 1.S rad/sec. ThlS value appears approprlate for the relatively 
low gain task of landing a very large transport which does not require high 
agility of the closed-loop pilot-airplane system. In addition, this value of 
band\'Ildth resulted in pllot lead compensatlon that correlated well with pilot 
ratings. 
To obtaln the pllot compensation, lead was added to force the 1.S 
rad/sec point through the -90 deg. closed-loop phase line with the 6/6 plot Just 
e: 
skimming the +3 dB closed-loop resonance boundary. The resulting closed-loop 
droop was much less than -3 dB (near 0 dB) for most configuratlons. Lower reso-
nance could have been obtained with the droop still not dropping below -3 dB 
lf more lead compensation was used. The solutions chosen, therefore, repre-
sent minimum pilot lead required to meet the performance standard. The max-
iDum lead tlffie constant used was approximately 7 seconds. This results in 
-1 lead of: tan (T~wBr.7) = 85 degrees at the 1.S rad/sec bandwidth. This limit 
J.J "'9 
lS arbitrary but represents the sltuation of diminishing returns that occurs 
in the closed-loop system, i.e., extreme increases in pllot lead do little to 
lmprove closed-loop performance. For a few cases, the performance crlterion 
-
of less than 3 dB resonance could not be achleved \ilth thlS maximum lead. 
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TIle a1rcraft (wlth the 25 rad/sec feel syste~) plus co~pensated-pilot 
open-loop 9/8_ transfer functions for each configuration evaluated are pre-
<:. 
sented 1n Appendix IV. The lead t1me constant ln seconds, phase co~pensation 
at the bandwldtll (~PC = tan- 1 1.5 TL), and pilot Kaln are presented in Table 
VIII. Plots of pllot ratings versus the pilot co~pensation, ~PC' are presented 
ln Flgure 28. All of Pilot Bls ratings are included although ~any were per-
formed uSlng the 15 rad/sec feel syste~. 
Fro~ the results of the overall experuJent, there lS a definite trend 
tOI,ards I'lorse pilot ratings as ~ore pllot compensation is requlred. From the 
Long Aft Tail and Canard configuratlons data, 1t appears that the phase compen-
satlon ~ust be less tl.an 55 degrees for Level I ratings and less than 75 degrees 
for Level 2 ratings. The pOlnts iVlth large pllot conpensatlon correspond to 
the configuratlons Iv'lth 1010/ augmentation levels and extra tlr.1e delays and lags 
added. TIle correlatlon of pllot rating and pllot conpensation generally agrees 
\,lth data fron Reference 5 and 9. TIns r.leans that the anount of phase compen-
satlOn at the bandlHdth frequency required to raeet the closed-Ieop perfornance 
Cr:l.terla lS a goed r.1easure of lnlet acceptance of the configuratlon. The same 
values appear to be valid for flghter tasks as Io/ell as transport approach tasks 
as long as the approprlate band\Yidth lS chosen. 
The Short Aft Tall configurations do not .lppear ~o correlate \VeIl 
wlth this crlteria. Pllot ratings up to 10 \Yere rec ived for configurations 
I.;hich requued only 55 degrees of phase compensatlon. The Extra-High q-aug-
nented configuratlon required only 17 degrees of corapensation but recelvec a 
pllot rating of 4. This agaln pOlnts out the fact that the pllot uses more than 
Just pltch att1tude 1n hlS control schene. :!ornal acceleration, altitude rate, 
and alt1tude responses at the pllot pOSition raust also be important. 
The q-augmented conf1guratlons conslstently recelved better ratings 
than the a-augnented ones even though the requlred pilot compensation Ivas 
nearly the sane. TIns ag?-in shOlvs that character1stlcs other than closed-
loop attitude control are affecting pliot ratings. The attltude hold and no 
pltch force lI1 turns features of the q-augmented configuratlOns derlnltely 
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• 
Configuration 
Short Aft 
Med (l 
High (l 
Med q 
High q 
Ex-lIlgh C/ 
TABLE VIII. PILOT COMPENSATION FOR CLOSED-LOOP OJ 0 BANDWIDTH 
c 
o wmrl. 5 rad/sec (90 Closed Loop Phase Lag) 
LEVEL OF DELAY (Tl) 
A B C 
LL Lead @ wBW Kp LL Lead @ wBfI Kp LL Lead @ wBW 
1. PC ot 0 ~ PC1 0 ~PC" . 
sec deg lb/rari sec deg lb/rad sec deg 
1.13 59 1.61 1.60 67 1 .. 26 
.93 54 1.77 1033 63 1.40 
4.67 82 .73 
.97 55 1032 (3067 80 
021 17 1026 
-1 
" <J.l?C = tall ] • 5 r L 
HT] -= • J.j (:,huttlc lUJ/dc1ay) 
Kp 
0 
lb/rad 
.44)** 
10 
9 
8 
7 
WET'; = 1. 5 rad/ sec 
• (l - Feedback, XpCR = -10 I 
• q - Feedback, XpCR = -10 I 
• q - Feedback, XpCR = 10 I 
,. q - Feedback, XpCR = 50 I 
• • : 
• 
6 +-----------------------------_. 
5 
4 
3 • 
~OTE: 
2 )' PR for 15 rad/ sec Feel System 
1 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
9pa'V pilot compensation at wEr.;' deg 
Figure 28. SHORT AFT TAIL PILOT RATINGS VS PILOT LEAD COMPENSATION 
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.. 
ll;1proved these :-atlngs over the conparable a-augnented configurations. The q-aug-
mentatlon slgnificantl)' reduced the pitch response to turbulence and ground effect-
lnduced pitch1ng moments. The operatlon of the aircraft on the backside of the 
pOlver-required curve ln conjunction \dth the SlOIl/ thrust response also appears to 
put a limlt on the best pllot ratings. The pilot~ dOhngraded otherwise good con-
figurations due to the speed control problens. 
4.4 EFFECT OF BANDWIDTIi ON ALLOWABLE TIrIE DELAY 
From previous experiments dealing with higher order systems and their 
effective tlme delays, there appears to be a general lncrease in the level of 
time delay acceptable as the task presented the pilot becomes less difficult. 
Reference 4 compiles much of this data and, in particular, shows the effect of 
time delay on pilot ratlngs for three degrees of task difficulty. Data from 
Reference 5 was obtained from air-to-air combat evaluations. Data from Refer-
ence 6 was obtained from fighter landing approach and actual touchdown evalua-
tions. Data from reference 10 was obtained from fighter up-and-away and low alti-
tude waveoff approach evaluations. The closed-loop pitch attitude bandwidth 
which the pilots were generally belleved to be requiring ln these experiments were 
3.5 rad/sec, 2.5 rad/sec , and 1.5 rad/sec, respectively as the task became less 
critical and the pilot did not have to be as aggressive. Shown in Figure 29 
are the bands of effectlve time delay ti , calculated from the maximum slope 
lntercept method, associated with the boundaries of flying qualities levels 
(pilot rating of 10, 6.5, 3.5) versus the bandwidth for the evaluation task. 
The data from whlch these bands were obtained are from configurations that were 
rated Levell with minimal time delay. It can easily be seen that the pilot 
becomes much more tolerant of, or less sensltive to, time delays as the tasks 
become less critlcal. The landlng approach and slmulated touchdolvn task of 
the present experlment wlth a large, slow responding alrcraft can be con-
sldered as havlng the same bandwidth requlrements (1.5 rad/sec) as the fighter 
up-and-away and low alutude waveoff task of Reference 10. The data from the 
present experiment tends to verlfy the trend shmvn - large tine delays 
become acceptable at low bandwidth and relatively llttle degradatl0n ln pilot 
ratlng results from the large variation of tlme delay. (TIllS observation is 
derived nostly frem data documented in the Alr Force report on the overall 
experlment). 
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Figure 29. TIME DELAY BANDS ASSOCIATED WITH FLYI~G OUALITIES BOUNDARIES VS BANDWIDTH 
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A functional relationship was determined between the average toler-
able effective time delay and bandwidth for the task for pilot ratings of 10, 
6.5, and 3.5. These are the boundaries for Level 3,2, and 1 flying qualities. 
In the relationships derived, the allowable effective time delay, t 1, was in-
versely proportional to the bandwidth of the task for the various flying qualities 
levels: 
@ PR 10 tl 
.65 
= =--
wBfI 
@ PR 6.5 tl 
.4 
= =-
wBf'; 
@ PR 3.5 tl 
.3 
= =--
wBW 
These relationships are plotted on Figure 30, along with the data from the Long 
Aft Tail and Canard, High a and q-augmented configurations. For the data from 
the present experiment, the average pilot ratings increased from approximately 
3.5 to 6 as the effective time delay increased from .14 to .3. This tends to 
support the relatJ.onshJ.ps shmm at wBW = 1. 5 rad/ sec. 
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4.5 r,lULTI-LOOP A.~ALYSIS 
In order to better understand the evaluations of configurations with 
varying pilot position versus instantaneous pitch center of rotation with all other 
characteristics constant, a multl-Ioop analysis was performed. The model of the 
control structure is shown in Figure 31. There is an inner pitch attitude con-
trol loop with an outer altitude control loop in series. In the outer loop, the 
pilot is controlling the altitude he sees at the pilot statio". The inner loop 
pilot gain (Kp ) and lead (~L) were fixed at the values obtalned in the pitch 
attltude close~-loop analysis (Section 4.3.2) where a bandwidth of 1.5 rad/sec 
\'I'as achieved. The pilot model for the outer loop was a pure gain, K , regulat-
ing the perceived altltude error, h , at the pilot's position. The l~ad term 
e: 
ln the inner loop (~Ls+1) effectively gives some lead in the altltude loop also o 
h 
E: 
PILOT MODEL 
e + c e E: 
L, 
(ES 
I 
____ .J 
SHIULATED 
LARGE 
AI RCRAFT 
Y = K e-· 25S (5S+1) (~Ls + 1), pound/rad fie Pe S 
Y = K ,rad/ft 
Ph Ph 
ALTITUDE, h 
PITCH 
ATIITUDE, e 
Figure 31_ CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR MULTI-LOOP ANALYSIS 
Configurations analyzed included the Short Aft Tail, High q-augmented, 
delay T1 = A, with pilot position ~vp = SO, 70, 110 feet or pilot pOSition with 
respect to the center of rotatlon (XpCR) of 10 feet aft, 10 feet forward, and SO 
feet forNard, respectively. In addition, the Short Aft Tall, Elgh q-augnented 
conflguratlon Nlth extra delay, T1 = .35 (equivalent to the shuttle's lag/delay) 
and the Extra-Hlgh q-augmented configuration were analyzed. 
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TIle analysls IS based on the transfer functions in Appendix I which 
are evaluated at the nominal trin speed. Complete transfer functions were 
used '~l thout SlLlpllflcatlon or approxlTi1ation. The Ume delays were treated in 
-'t"~ 
e a form. The conputer progran developed in Reference 12 was used to calcu-
late root loci and Nichols dlagrams were used to deterI:line closed-loop band\'lidth. 
It should be noted that the Short Aft Tail configuratlons have a 10\'1 frequency 
factor lTI the nUP1erator of the altitude-elevator transfer function that is in 
the right half plane as a result of beIng all the "backslde." The analysis per-
formed consIdered multIple feedback to a single controller, the elevator. ThIS 
loop closure results in a 10\'1 frequency pole of the closed-loop system belng 
drIven toward the low frequency zero of the altitude-elevator transfer func-
tIon; thIS root was unstable. 
Configuratlon 
Short Aft 
Zero Locatlon 
+.0037 
Closed Loop Pole 
+.0036 for X~ = .010 
1..,. 
- tl 
In order to stablllze thlS closed-loop pole, it ~0111d be necessary to close a 
10'>' galn feedback loop of airspeed to the throttle. ThlS loop closure '''as not 
Included In the analysls and the results described In the following paragraphs 
must be Vle\ied \>'1 th that fact In mind. 
Although the closed-loop systen transfer functIon was 11th order 
over 15th order and included tIme delay, the results of the analysis \'1111 be 
discussed In terms of the domInant set of complex roots of the closed-loop 
altitude-stick force dynamic system. 
The results are presented in two sets of figures and TABLE IX. Fig-
ures 32 through 3i show the altitude error mode root locus as a function of the 
pilot altItude gaIn, Xp. Figures 38 through 43 are Nichols plots of the open 
loop, h/h transfer fun~tlon, on which the closed-loop 3 dB and 9 dB resonance 
e: 
levels, closed-loop 900 phase lag, and closed-loop 3 dB droop lines are dra\oJTI. 
On these latter plots, the closed-loop criterion curves have been shifted by 
the appropriate gain to achIeve the hIghest possible altitude closed-loop bandwidth 
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TABLE IX. HESULTS OF ~IULTI-LOOP ANALYSIS 
XPCl~ ft Inner Pitch Loop Outer Altitude Loop 
Center of Rota- Pilot Model (Achieves Ilia1n, Kp trad/ft) ltilghest 
tion to Pilot wmv = 1.5 rad/sec) h Band\'1idth ConfIguration e for wETv Achievable PIlot PIO 
h wBW ' rad/sec Rating Rating h 
Short Aft Tail, High -10 -.258 .0016 .43 9,5,6,4 4,3,3,2 q 1.32e (.978+1)· 
X = flO' T == A (58:1) MP , 1 
Short Aft 1',111, High q 10 -.258 .0017 .45 5 1 1032e (.978+1) . 
XMP = 70', '1' = A (58+1 \ 1 
3 J 
Short Aft Tall, High q 50 - 253 .0020 .48 4.5,3 1,1 1.32e· (.978+1) . , 
XMP = 110', '1' = A 1 (53:1 ) 
Short Aft Tail, High -10 44e-·258(3.678+1) • .00l4 .33 9 4 
X = 50' T1 = .35 (58+1) MP , 
3 I 
fshort Aft Tail, Ex-High q -10 -.258 .0012 038 4 2 1.26e (.218+1) . 
XMP = 50', T = A (58+1 1 8 
Short Aft Tail, Ex-High q -10 1.26e-·253(.218+1) • .0023(.63 +1) .50 4 2 
XMP = 50', T1 == A (53:1 ) includes altitude loop 1erd 
Inner Loop: 
Y = (1.318)e-· 25s (.9?s +1) (5S
S
+1) 
Pe 
jw, rad/s ec 
1.2 
•. 010 
./ 
./ 
• 
.4 
.2 
• .0 
-.4 -.2 o .2 
cr, rad/ sec 
.4 
Fi gure 32 • ALTITUDE LOOP ROOT LOCUS VS. K (RAD/FT) D. 
" 't 
SHORT AFT TAIL, HIGH q FEEDBACK, DELAY = A 
~~ = 501, XpCR = -10
1 
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Inner Loop: 
Y = (l.J18)e-· 25s (.9?s+1J (58+1) 
Pe 8 
lncreaslng 
X. 
'" ~f? 
-.4 
jw~ rad/sec 
1.2 
= .0052 
-
• 
.6 
• 
.4 
. 2 
-.2 o 
cr, rad/sec 
.2 
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Figure 34. ALTITUDE LOOP ROOT LOC~S VS. Kv (RAD/FT) 
I. h 
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(w at closed-loop 900 phase lag) without violatlng the 3 dB resonance. This 
graplucal technique Has used to illustrate the slmpliclty of Nichols diagrams 
for performing dynamic analysls when only the loop gain lS being varied. 
From the root locus (Figures 32 through 34) for the Short Aft Tail 
conflgurations, it can be seen that the altitude mode goes unstable at incrfas-
lngly higher galn and hlgher frequency as the Inlot position is moved for\.;ard. 
The potentlal closed-loop bandwldth is thus hlgher at the more for\/ard pilot 
locations. Low altitude loop bandwidth correlates highly wlth the occurrence 
of PIO' s near touchdown. For a glven value of K" gain, the frequency of the 
:'h 
closed-loop root increases as the pllot distance ahead of the center of rota-
tion increases. 
The Nichols plots for these cOllfigurati'Jns (Figures 38 through 40) 
show that the highest achlevable band\ndth for the altitude control loop 
lncreased from .43 rad/sec to .48 rad/sec as the pllot position was moved 
from 10 feet aft to SO feet forward of the center of rotatlon. 
The analysis of the Short Aft Tail configuration wlth higher shuttle 
effective tlme delay (T1 = .35) showed a lo\.;er achievable bandwidth. The root 
locus (Flgure 3~ does not show much change for the Tl = .35 versus Tl = A con-
figuratlon but the Nichols plot (Flgure 41) shows the bandwidth has decreased 
from .43 rad/sec to .33 rad/sec. The T1 = .35 case also had a much higher 
lnner loop lead (~L = 3.67 sec) than the T1 = A configuration (~L = .97 sec). 
An analysls was also performed on the Extra-High q-augmented config-
uration to see what improvement the high augmentatlon gain would yield. The 
root locus (Figure 36) and Nichols plot (Figure 42) shol'; lower al ti tude loop 
bandwldth (.38 rad/sec). However, the lnner pltch attitude loop for the Extra-
High q configuratlon had a lead tlme constant of only .21 sec instead of .97 
sec for the High q configuratl0n. This penalizes the altltude loop bandwldth 
Slnce the pllot could most llkely provide more lead. The lead provlded in the 
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High q configuration at 1 rad/sec is tan:'.L (.97)(1.) = 44 uegs. The lead pro-
vided in the Extra-High q-augmented configuration at 1 rad/sec = tan- l 
(.21)(1.) = 12 degrees. Therefore, to add an extra 32 degs of lead at 
tan 320 ... 
W = 1 rad/sec, a lead term of 1 d/ = .6J sec was added to the altitude 
ra sec 
control pilot model: 
Yp_ = Kp. (.638 + 1) 
n rz 
The result on the root locus (F~gure 37) and Nichols plot (Figure 43) is a 
much higher bandwidth than was achieved with the High q configuration (.5 
rad/sec versus .43 rad/sec). This increases the altitude loop bandw1dth up 
to where it would have been for the High q-augmented configuration if the pilot 
had been shifted forward approximately 70 feet for an XI1.P = 120 ft and 
XpCR = 60 feet (see Flgure 44 for wBWh versus XpCR) 0 This was confirmed from 
the exper~ment results for the Extra-High q-augmented cont~guration (PR = 4) 
compared to those for the High q-augmented configuration with X~1P = 100 ft 
CPR = 3 and 4-1/2). 
Pilot rating and pilot-~nduced osc~llation rating are correlated 
w~th the calculated altitude loop bandwidth in Flgures 45 and 46, the trend 
towards better rat~ngs with high bandwidth can be seen. Though not enough 
samples were taken to absolutely def~ne flying qualities boundaries, it 
appears that a bandw~dth of greater than .5 rad/sec may be necessary for 
Levell ratings. Th~s correlates \'1ell \'lith data obtained by the Dutch in an 
NLR study (Reference 11). They used the same altitude control loop p~lot 
model ~n a medium transport landing approach experiment, and proposed a .55 
rad/sec altitude bandwidth as necessary for Level I fly~ng qualit~es. 
It ~s also ~nterest~ng to note that by decreasing the effect~ve time 
delay fron .35 sec to .10 sec and ~ncreasing the q-augmentatioIl level. the Short 
Aft ""~l configuration with equivalent shuttle delay can be inproved so that the 
alti~'..!de bandhr~dth ~ncreases from .33 rad/sec to .5 rad/sec. Tlus assumes that 
the p~lot could provide the required lead ~n the altitude loop. In the fl~ght 
evaluations, these changes resulted in iMproved p110t ratings fran 9 to 4 and 
PIO rat~ngs from 4 to 2. 
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4. 6 Tl'RI3ULEZ~CE RESPONSE 
A thorough discussion of the effects of turbulence \'lould be qu~te 
lengthy because the turbulence f~eld has many comments and the airplane has 
many responses cllat could be consldered. Several gust transfer functions 
are llsted ~n Reference 13. For purposes of illustration, ho\vever, only two 
figures are considered. F~gures 4i and 48 present the S/a and VIla fre-g g 
quency responses for the foHmVlng Short Aft Tall configurat~ons - Unaug-
mented, fhgh a. feedback and High q feedback. These transfer functions show 
that in the 1mI' range of frequency, l.e., less than 1.0 rad/sec, the High 
a.-augmented configurat~on lS the most responsive to turbulence, \vhile the 
Hlgh q-augnented configurat1on ~s the least respons~ve. The unaugnented 
ccnfigurat10n 1S between the t\VO 1n ~ ts level of response to the a. gusts. 
TIle lar&e varlatlon of the p1tch att1tucie and inertlal speed responses 
~o a~gle of attack gust 1nputs exhlb1ted ln Figures 47 and 48 at low frequency 
1S caused by the effect of the augmentat10n system on both the denom~nator and 
the nunerators of the gust transfer funct1ons. The low frequency factors of the 
e/a.~ transfer funct10n for the three conflgurat~ons illustrated on Figure 47 
v 
are as follows: 
e 
a. 
a . -
"ihgn q 
e 
Ct. 
,-
~ (./;:at!fi 
.35(0)(.034) 
= ~~~~~~~~~~~ (. 041) [. 6C" • 73] (1.30) 
= ~~.~3~5~(~0~)~(~.~037C~')~~~ 
(-.::'83) [ • .57".21] (2.2.5) 
.35(.05?)(.~.51J 
= ~~~~~~~~~-­[.05';" .126J (.7 7". ?9J 
(h1gher frequency terMS) 
(h~gher fr~quency terms) 
(h1gher frequency terms) 
Although hteral expressions for the gust transfer functlon numer-
ators JUl.'" e not been developed for the var~ous augmentation configurat1ons, 
l.t 1S clear froD the numer1cal exanples hsted above and Ul Appendl.x I that 
the effects of the augr.ientat1on systen on the transfer functJ..on nunerators 
.. 
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~s s~gn~f~cant and must be cons:!.dered together with the effect on the charac-
terist~c e'luatlon. 
T11e cocments by the evaluation p~lcts concern~ng the responses of 
the var~ous conf~guratlons to turbulence are generally consistent Ilith the 
characteristlcs ex1ublted on Figures 47 and 48 and lvith other gust transfer 
iunctlons not ~llustrated by figures. Note that the pllot cor..nents are ~n 
terms of observanon of alrspeed whereas the transfer functlon lllustrated ln 
Figure 48 ~s for the inertial velocity response to angle of attack gusts. 
All of the configurations were described as slightly ponderous ~n 
turbulence. Th~s Has due to the low short period frequency of all of the 
stable conflguratlons. With the h~gher a-augmented configuratlons, the pl10ts 
conplalned about :he attltude disturbances in turbulence. T11ey described the 
alrplane as belng very ponderous and hard to manage on the ILS and the In-
creased horkload requlred ln the p~tch aX1S was obJectlonable. It took a 
long tlne to correct dlsturbances ln speed and pltch attltude. Ilith the 
:ugher q-augr,lented conflguratlOns, turbulence was notlced, but the pilots said 
they dld not have to do anythlng and it was not a problem. 
Lateral-directionally, all of the configurations received comments 
about thelr wallowing nature in turbulence. This was primarily due to their 
low total damplng, ~~d = .28, and time to half amplitude of approximately 
2.5 seconds. This, along with the high rudder forces, made it difficult to 
damp out the sideslip exclted in turbulence. Roll motions were also noted 
by the pilots in turbulence, but was generally not a problem. 
4.7 DIRECT LIFT CONTROL 
As the fllght evaluation program contlnued, it became obvious that 
the Short Aft Tall configurations were presenting the pilots extreme flight 
path control problems as they neared the ground. r~any of the approaches, 
even with minimum levels of delay, resulted ln PIO's in the flare maneuver. 
PIO ratings of 3 or worse were the rule with the high augmented configura-
tions. The problem was baslcally due to the fact that the pllot was sittlng 
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ten feet behind the pitch center of rotat~on in these configurations. The 
pilot would use his pitch control to bend the fl~ght path to reduce his rate 
of sink in the flare. The immed~ate effect \'las a s~nking motion, perhaps, 
causing him to overcontrol. Hhen pushing forward, the opposite would happen 
the aircraft would tend to heave up as it rotated nose down. This rapidly 
degenerated into a PIO or the pilot had to abandon the task and settle for very 
long, unacceptable touchdowns. 
It was speculated that if the pilots had a direct control for flight 
path angle that did not require the aircraft to rotate, the PIO's could be 
eliminated and pilot ratings improved. A direct lift controller that pro-
duced pure lift \v~thout p~tching moment or drag was included in the model for 
this purpose. It \vas operated from a thumb wheel on the throttle handle. 
o Full deflection of the wheel (:160 ) produced a ~CL of ±.3. This translated 
to a :.2 g capability at 150 KIAS. There was no force/feel on this controller, 
but a sl~ght detent could be felt around the zero deflect~on point. Rotating 
the wheel upward resulted ln positlve lift. A 11 1 filter was added to elim-
• s+ 
~nate inadvertent hlgh frequency commands. The direct lift controller (OLe) 
was evaluated with the High a and High q-augmented configurations by one of 
the pilots. 
Results of this llmited evaluation were encouraging. After a couple 
of approaches to learn how to use the OLe, the p~lot felt he had a better con-
trol over sink rate in the flare. P~lot rat~ng and PIO ratlng improvements 
are shown in Table X. The pilot used the OLe only in the flare portion of 
the approach for slnk rate control. He used the pitch controller in the upper 
portlon of the approach and for att~tude control ~n the flare and touchdown. 
He described his maJor d~fficultles as learning how to use four controllers 
(elevator, alleron, throttle, and OLe) at the same time, and know~ng how much 
lift control he had in at a particular moment. He felt more exper~ence with 
the controller and a force/feel system or at least a centering sprlng may have 
~mproved his opinion of the OLe. 
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Configuration: 
Short Aft Ta~l 
XMP = 50 feet 
'T = A 1 
High Ct Feedback 
H~gh q Feedback 
TABLE X 
PILOT RATING ANO PIO RATING 
COMPARISONS FOR OIRECT LIFT CONTROL 
P~lot Ratin a PIO 
No OLC With OLC No OLC 
9,8 6 5,4 
9,5 5 4,3 
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Rat~n 
With OLC: 
3 
2 
Section 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The p~lot rating and conment data exhibit sign~ficant effects of the fol-
10\ling experitlent variables: 
., 
... 
• Augmentat~on t)~e and level of loop gain, i.e., angle of attack feed-
back or pitch rate feedback w~th proportional plus integral in for-
ward path and automatic elevator for turns. 
• Pilot locat~on relat~ve to the center of rotation for elevator com-
mands. 
• Lag and t~me delay ~n the command path for both pitch and roll. 
• Slow thrust response coupled W~ th backs~de ae:roaynalillC character~stics. 
o Direct l~ft control. 
NeHher the ~IIL-F-878SC requ~rements nor any of several proposed requ~re­
ments for p~tch and control system dynamics were capable of correlating 
the exper~ment results without slgnificant mod~fication or extension. 
The pitch rate augmentation system lias generally preferred over the angle 
of attack augmentauon. This was especially true for the Short Aft Tall 
conf~gurations wHh the p~lot behlnd the center of rotat~on. This I.;as 
due to the lower turbulence response, att~tude-hold feature, and level 
turn capab~lity without p~tch lnputs w~th the q-augtlented conflguratlons. 
3. The p~lot ratings were deg:raded for the cases where the pilot was located 
near or behind the center of rotatlon. 
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4. The evaluatl.on pl.lots tended to apply a less der:mnding standard of man-
euverability than for prevl.ous landing approach studl.cS because the con-
figuratl.ons were defl.ned to be very large, one-oillion pound, Class III 
aircraft. The closed-loop latch attitude bandwl.dth requirenents for the 
landlng approach task with tIns Class of al.rcraft appears to be 1.5 
rad/sec. 
5. The degradatl.on caused by tioe delay liaS less severe than in previous 
landing approach studies, in both pl. tcll and roll. ThlS 15 pnrmrlly a 
resul t of the decreased bandlVl.dth deI:1anded by the pl.lots for this class 
auplane. The present equl.valent tiI:le delay requireI:lents of HIL-F-8785C 
appear to be conservatl.ve for this class of airplane and flight phase. 
Data ~s presented which suggests that the aI:lount of tiI:1e delay that can 
be tolerated ln the cor.tr:land path 1S l.nversely related to the dynanic 
bandlndth requlred to perf01T.l the task. 
6. When the pllot positl.on lS foniard of the center of rotation, the pitch 
acceleratlon response to control provldes an earll.er ll.near acceleratl.on 
cue at the pl.lot position that is easlly perceived by the pilot and serves 
to confirI:l to the pllot that the alrplane lS respondlng to his cor..mand. 
When the pilot is located far ahead of the center of rotation, the linear 
acceleratlon cue lS aI:lplJ.fied w.medlately follOlVl.ng the transraission 
delay through the control systeI:1 but before the lag associated llith the 
short perlod mode. ThlS effect nay contrlbute to the higher tolerance 
to control system time delay observed In thlS expenment. 
/. A I:1ulti-loop analysis WhlCh I:1odeled an outer altltude control loop In 
serles around the lnner pltch att1tude loop provl.ded lnsi~ht lnto the 
effects of pllot locatl.on relatl.ve to the center of rotation. A low-
frequency closed-loop pole goes unst~ble at relatl.vely lOll gal.n and fre-
quency Inth the pl.lot aft of the center of rotatlon. As the pllot I:1oves 
further forward of the center of rotation, thlS complex I:lode renains 
stable and closed-loop bandwldth of the altltude control loop l.I1creases. 
A. closed-loop altltude bandlddth of .S rad/sec appears necessary for 
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Level 1 rat~ngs. For the Short Aft Tail configurations, it \'/'as shmvn that 
~ncreas~ng the level of q-augnentation had a sltular effect on al t1tude 
band\Vldth as r.loving the p~lot for\;ard. 
8. Evaluation of the shuttle-like Short Aft Tall configurat~on witll the 
pilot located ten feet beh~nd the center of rotation ~ndicated accept-
able fly~ng quah t~es could be ach~eved \.,hen the cor.mand path tune delay 
\.;as 101, and the Extra-H~gh p~ tcll rate augmentation \vas used. TIllS a~r­
craft design was unacceptable \Vhen tine lag and delay equal to that of 
the shut tl e \.;as introduced into the pitch cOr.Jr.land path and the High pitch 
rate augnentation \vas used. 
9. The effect of turbulence on the unaugnented configurat~ons \Vas relat~vely 
lml except for long-tern speed control due to ~ ts negative static sta-
b~l:'ty. As the a.-augmentation level \las lncreased, p1tching and a~rspeed 
response to turbulence became greater at frequenc~es belo\l 1 rad/sec. At 
the h~gllest levels of augmentation, the response to turbulence at low fre-
quency ser~ously hindered control. The effect of the p~lot being very 
far from the center of rotat~on also added to the motion felt by the 
p~lot in turbulence. As the c:-augmentation level was increased, these 
turbulence effects becane less. This \.,as due to the 10\1 static stability 
of the base airplane and the long tern att~tude hold of the q-feedback 
configuratlons. 
10. The slow thrust response (three second tine constant) to throttle caused 
d~ff~culty ~n thrust nanagenent and forced open-loop I:1an~pulat~on of the 
throttles, ~.e., set and \.a~t to see ~f further adJustnent ~s requ~red. 
T1us conphcated a~rspeed control ar.d degraded t!le p~:ot rat~ngs, espe-
clally for the ~-augnented conf~gurations. The slo\; thrust response con-
pounded a~rspeed control for the Short Aft Ta~l designs ~llCh were Sllght-
ly on the "backslde" at the trlf.l speed. 
11. Dl:-ect hft control, cOI:1I:1anded by a thunb wheel, nounted on the throttle 
lever, lnproved control of slnk rate during flare and touchdo\vn for the 
Short Aft Ta~l configurat~on. Hore pllot exper~ence and a force/feel 
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systera \;ith the direct lift control \lould be necessary for a thorough 
evaluatl.on. 
12. The lateral-directional augraentatl.on systera provl.ded excellent turn coor-
dl.natl.on and miIllmal excitatl.on of 5l.cleslip in turnl.ng r,laneuvers. 
13. TIle lou frequency Dutch roll !:lode exc1ted by turbulence, lineup, and 
crosswind correctl.ons, requl.red a speCl.al trUUill.ng technl.que and the 
response to rudder ~edal inputs ivaS slow. Rudder forces to r.laneuver 
\'i'ere heavy. 
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Appendix I 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
The folloh~n6 is a tabulatwn of H1portant transfer functions of the 
Sllort Aft Ta11 configurat~ons. It ~s written ~n the shorthand notation 
I,here: 
K(a)[~~w] is equivalent to K(s+a)[s2 + 2~ws + w2 ] 
The follmving factors are present in each of the longHudina1 denominators: 
Approximately (20) = elevator servo 
(.333) = throttle servo 
[.7,25] = p~tch control feel system} As noted 
[.7,15] = " " " " 
The lateral-directional denominators contain the following factors: 
(20) 
[.7,25] 
[.7,15] 
= aileron or rudder servo 
= roll control feel system 
= yaw control feel system 
The fo11oliing gradients and gearings are present in the numerator gains: 
Gradient Gearing 
Pitch .1 inch/pound 2.5 deg/inch (a-feedback) 
1.25 deg/inch (q-feedback) 
Roll 2. deg/pound 1.5 degjdeg (LR = .87) 
3.0 degjdeg (L~ 
ft 
= .44) 
Yaw .01 ~nch/pound -15. deg/inch 
In addit~on to the transfer function factors shown, the following delay/lag 
factors should be added to represent the level of delay flown in each axis: 
I-I 
P1tch 
Roll 
Delay Level i Additional Transfer Function Factors and Descr1ption 
A I e -.068 
9.e -.068 B (9) 
9 -.138 
C .e (9) 
9 -.248 
C' oe (9) 
A -.128 e 
TIFS pitch r.1odel-following delay = .06 sec 
"A" plus command filter .1~18+1 
"B" plus extra corrunand delay = .07 sec 
"B" plus extra command delay = .18 sec 
(Equivalent to shuttle lags) 
TIPS rol.1 model-following delay = .12 sec I 
All angular un1ts in radians, velocity in ft/sec. 
LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
CONFIGURATION: Short Aft Tail a-Feedback, K =-.85 (Hedium) 
a 
Denominator [.927,.630] [.148,.0956] (20)(.333)[.7,25.] 
II (50') 
"' zp i :::' 
... -c: t:.u 
Il z 
"I CG i .., 
~-~ 
t::,i:J 
V 
'1 I 
, <5 
T 
. 
it 
"' CG i <5 
T 
2.30 (.527)(.059)(.333) 
.545 [.065, .170] (4.84) (.333) 
8.20 (.975)(-5.16)(.333) 
.726 (4.24)(-.0037)(-3.29)(0) (.333) 
4.29 (1.89) (-.0037) (-1.24) (0) (.333) 
2.13 [.934, .625] (0) (20) [.7,25.] 
.542 [.895, .334] (20) [.7,25.] 
I-2 
CONFIGURATION: Short Aft Tail a-Feedback, K =-1.25 (High) 
a 
DenoQinator [.773,.788] [.0539,.126] (20)(.333)[.7,25.] 
F ES Numerators - same as those for ~Iedium 
v 
n I 2.13 [.774,.777] (0)(19.9)[.7,25.] 
°T 
. 
n N~CG .542 [.536,.549](20)[.7,25.] 
uT 
CONFIGURATION: Short Aft Tail q-Feedback, T =1, K =-1.05 (HediuQ) q q 
Denom~nator [.395, .503] (1.19) (.0194) (0) (19.5) (.333) [.7,25.] 
~78 L~ n 
~ES 
1.21 (.527) (.059) (1) (.333) 
.286 [.0647,.170] (4.84) (1) (.333) 
4.30 (.975)(-5.16)(1)(.333) 
N (50 I) 
N"zP .381 (4.24)(-.0037)(-3.29)(0)(1)(.333) 
~ES 
2.25 (1.89)(-.0037)(-1.24)(0)(1)(.333) 
2.13 [.405, .483] (1.19) (0) (19.5) [.7,25.] 
.542 (.878)(.241)(0)(19.5)[.7,25.] 
1-3 
CO~FIGURATION: Short Aft Ta~l q-Feedback T =1 K =-2 5 (High) 
, q , q • 
Denominator [.666,.727] (1.305)(.0408) (0)(18.8)(.333) [.7,25.] 
H9 
FES 
2.87 (.527) (.0593) (1) (.333) 
ll-FES .681 [.0647, .170] (4.84) (1) (.333) 
V 
III 10.25 (.975) (-5.16) (1) (.333) FES 
II (50') 
N zp .907 (4.24)(-3.29)(-.0037)(0)(1)(.333) F ~'S t! 
II (70',' 
ll .... z -.903 [.030,3.75] (-.0037) (0) (1) (.333) 
1: ES 
II (110') 
ll} -4.47 [.152,1.70] (-.0036) (0) (1) (.333) 
1: ES 
II z 
., CG 
Lv F 
ES 
CONFIGURATION: 
5.36 (1.89) (-1.24)(-.0037) (0) (1)(.333) 
2.13 [.680, .724] (1.30) (0) (18.8) [.7,25.] 
.542 [.951, .976] (0) (18.8) [.7,25.] 
Short Aft Ta~l Q-Feedback, T =.5, K =-5.2 (Extra High) 
. q q 
Denominator [.671,2.212] (.597) (.0547) (0) (17.5) (.333) [.7,25.] 
'19 u,.., 
~ES 
5.98 (.527) (.0593) (2) (.333) 
1.42 [.0647, .170] (4.84) (2) (.333) 
I-4 
V"-
11',.,1 21.3 (.975)(-5.16)(2)(.333) 
c_ .... 
!!Ju 
11 (50') 
N..,zP 1.89 (4.24) (-00037) (-3.29) (0) (2) (.333) 
~ES 
N 
Z 
" CG 
I' FES 
11.15 (1.89)(-.0037)(-1.24)(0)(2)(.333) 
2.13 [.671,2.213] (0622) (0) (17.5) [.7,25.] 
.542 [.698,2.31](0)(17.4) [.7,25.] 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TRfu'lSFER FUNCTIONS 
Z = -18' 
sp 
Cm~FIGURATION: 'T:R = .87 
Denominator [.574,.486] (1.15) (.0034) (20) [.7,25.] (20) [.7,15.] 
~7¢ 
IV};' 
~AS 
'Y1 Ir,.., 
~AS 
N~ ~AS 
II (50') 
[' d I.,., 
cAS 
II (70') 
-, b I.., 
cAS 
15.6 [.570,.483](19.8)[.7,150] 
.756 [.589,.477] (3.45) (14.9) [.7,15.] 
-.0089 (.331) (-.226) (-27.9) (12.2) [.7,15.] 
8.13 [.590,.479] (.256)(-.211) (19.5) [.7,15.] 
7.92 [.592, .478] (.364) (-.155) (19.2) [07,15.] 
II (110') 
N..,Y 7.30 [0591,.475] (.684)(-.093)(1807) [.7,15.] 
cAS 
I-S 
ll~ -.162 (1.47) (-1.14) (18.6) [.7,25.] 
rRP 
ifF .459 [.0507,.244](1.17)(19.7)[.7,25.] 
RP 
Np
i3 
-.050 (9.61) (1.16)(.0048)(19.7) [.7,25.] 
it? 
11 (50') 
u N..," .244 [.059,1.00] (1.05) (-.024) (20) [.7,25.] 
~RP 
II (70') 
LV} .541 [.056, .685] (1.11) (-.022) (19.8) [.7,25.] 
~RP 
II (110') 
N} 1.125 [.044, .SOO] (1.14) (-.019) (19.7) [.7,25.] 
~RP 
1-6 
Appendix II 
TINE HISTORIES 
Th~s appendix presents ti~e histor~es for each of the Short Aft Tail 
confi8urations for step inputs into the pitch, roll, and yat ... corrunand channels. 
Feel system dynamics, model-following delay, and extra time delay and lags 
were not ~ncluded. Magnitude of inputs and command gains used were: 
pitch - 1. inch through 1. deg/inch gain 
roll - 1. deg through 1. deg/deg gain 
yaw - 1. inch through 1. deg/ inch ga~n 
Notation used in the body axes system ~s: 
Longitud~nal 
Q - (0) 
V - (AV) 
ALFA - (Aa.) 
Q* - (q) 
NZCG - (n ) 
zCG 
llZP - (n ; 
zp 
pitch rate, rad/sec 
~ncremental true airspeed, ft/sec 
incremental angle of attack, rad 
pitch accelerat~on, rad/sec 2 
normal acceleration at center of gravity, g's 
normal acceleration at nominal pilot station, g's 
XUP = 110 ft for Long Aft Tail and Canard 
XUP = SO ft for Short Aft Tail 
iVZ50~ NZ70~ IVll0 - normal accelerauon at shifted pilot position 
Lateral-D~rectional -
p (p) 
R (r) 
BETA - (S) 
Xl1.P = SO, 70, 110 ft for the configuration shown, 
g's 
roll rate, rad/sec 
yaw rate, rad/sec 
sidesl~p, rad 
II-I 
PHI - (¢) 
p* (pJ 
. 
R* (l~) 
NYCG - (n ) 
y,.."" NY50~ ?O~ lio 
bank angle, rad 
roll acceleration, rad/sec 
yaw acceleration, rad/sec 
lateral acceleration at center of gravity, g's 
lateral acceleration at nominal pilot height above 
stability axis (Z = -18 ft) and XMP = 50, 70, sp 
110 ft, g's 
Note that scalings may change from one configuration to another. 
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Appendlx II I 
p nOT CO~~lENT SU~J!.!ARIES 
Thls appendlx presents a brief sumrr.ary of the ir:lportant pilot com-
ments for each Short Aft Tail configuration evaluation. A transcription of 
the conplete p~lot comments is avallable from Calspnn files. Along with the 
pilot corr~ent s~~arles are the full description of the configuratIon, pllot 
ratings, flight number/conflguration order on flight, date, neteorological 
conditions, and airport. 
ConfIgurations are presented in ~le following order: 
a-Feedback, q-Feedback 
Low to High augmentatJ.on level 
TIme delay Tl = .{, B, C 
III-l 
SHORT AFT TAIL CL AUGMENTATION - PILOT Cmll\IENT Sill-lMARIES 
~1ed CL 
High CL 
III-2 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I 
C.R. 
Short 0. ~led -10 
FLT/CONF. 619/2 
DATC 8/4/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
• Trin: 
PITCH ATTIWDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictablolity: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIG Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORMANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landlong Tasks: 
• Dlfferences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
SUMMARY CmIr!ENTS: 
'C 1"'q I n/o. I Tq I TR 
A 4.2 -- .87 
WIND 5-10 kt tail\.;ind 
TURB. Light 
r·1odera te to heavy. 
Moderate. 
About right. 
Didn't use trine 
Del;IYE'd and sluggish. 
I-Zsp I 't 1 "'P PILOT A 
18 A RATING 10 
PIO 5 
VISIBILITY Clear 
AIRPORT Niagara 
Fair in up and a\vay and extremely difficult in flare 
and touchdown. 
Not sure. 
Definite tendency to PIG in the last few feet before 
touchdoHn. It's a bad configuration, you think you 
have it set up pretty well and then you get into 
trouble. . 
Somewhat dlfficult, seemed to bleed \vlothout giving 
me any awareness. 
Glide slope was not operatlng. Localizer \iUS reasonable. 
Alorspeed demanding. 
Sidestep went fine. Fl.nal part of approach seemed to 
go ponderously but O.K., but anytime you need a flight 
path correction close in, it just seemed to be 
extremely dlofficult to make. 
Flare and touchdown was extremely difficult, you tended 
to PIO. 
Extremely big dlofference - lot Just felt heavy in the 
approach whereas in the flare and touchdown, it \vas 
very lr:1precise and you oscillated \vhen you tried to 
produce touchdown conditions. By far, the flare and 
touchdown \vas most difficult. 
Turbulence probably \vas a factor. CrosslVind not a 
problen. Lat-Dir. was good. 
MaJor problem - was the flight path control in pitCh in 
flare and touchdown. Get fllght path Pro lon last 
few feet. 
III-3 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I ti"q I n/a I Tq I LR I-~ I Ll"P PILOT B sp C.R. RATING 10 Short a~.led -10 B 4.2 -- 087 18 A PIO 6 
FLT/CONF. 615/4 \'lIND Head\dnd VISIBILITY Clear 
DATC 7/31/80 TURB. Light AIRPORT N~agara 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
o D~splacement: 
o Sens~tlvity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
o Predictability: 
c Special Inputs: 
o PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFOR~!ANCE : 
o Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (S~destep): 
• Land~ng Tasks: 
Q D~fferences: 
WIND A,,,{D TURBULENCE: 
SUr-n-.1ARY CmIr-tENTS: 
No complaintso 
No complaints. 
No cOI:1plaints. 
No real complaints when you are above 50 ito 
Poor, I dld notice even on approach a little nibble 
of an oscillation on occasion. Oscillations were 
small on approach and controllableo 
Tone dO\m your lnpu ts, not be aggressive, 
PIO Tendency, on approach very mild, in landing 
very severe. 
Satisfactory on approach. Lousy in flare. 
Good. 
Good down to 50 ft. 
Flare is I:1ajor problem. I can't get the airplane 
organized belo\'l 50 ft. 
Some of the characterist1cs interfere w1th my abil1ty 
to preclsely control the approach to get in the 
window correctly. 
Landing was clearly the \'Iorst task. 
Turbulence \iaS detractlng factor Couldn't find 
a special technique that worked. 
~Iajor probleI:1. Lack of predictab~lity in pHch and 
a great deal of difficulty in controlling and predictlng 
the touchdown point and slnk rate, mostly the sink rate, 
Down to 50 ft lt is qUlte manageable. I could fly i 
rather preclsely, under 50 ft I cannot get the airplane 
organized. Severe PIa ~n the flare. 
1II-4 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp , 
C.R. 
Short a.Hed -10 
FLT/CONF. 618/5 
DATE 8/4/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PlO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORHA.NCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landing Tasks: 
o Differenccs~ 
\'lIND .A..\lD TURBULENCE: 
SUMMARY COMMENTS: 
.... "'q v 1 
-I ii/a. I Tq I "C R I-Zsp 1 "C1"'P PILOT A 
18 RATING 10 B 4.2 -- .87 A 
PIO 5 
WIND 5-10 kt tailwind VISIBILITY Clear 
TURB. Light AIRPORT Niagara 
Steady state the forces are nedium but in PIO they get 
modertae to heavy. 
Tend to get large in PIO. 
Pretty good choice, 
Delayed. 
Very difficult. 
Have to anticipate that it is going to be a delayed 
response. Make corrective inputs in opposition to 
nose rate. Compensation control is couplex. 
Very definite tendency to PIO uoth IFR and VFR but 
it's very ouch worse VFR. 
Difficul t. 
High workload in pitch and tended to oscillate. 
Localizer not bad, not much tine for it. Airspeed 
high workload. 
Tend to forget about sidestep. 
It's bad in flare and touchdown. It's a PIO bugger. 
You can develop a technique that helped by keeping 
deviations snall and putting in elevator inputs, 
pulse inputs in opposition to pitch rate. Very high 
Horkload. 
Flare and touchdown most difficult. 
Lat-Dir. characteristics are good. 
Turbulence is bothersome, takes long tine to-correct 
disturuances. 
~lajor problem - PIO in flare. Just a matter of time 
'til you kill yourself in this one. PIO doesn't get 
divergent until flare. 
Good feature - Lat-Dir. 
Below 350 ft the PIO started, all I had to do was look 
at the ground and I was in a PIO. 
III-5 
TAIL I AUG. J X T -:::l"'Q I n/a. IT I'R I-Z -, 'l"'P PILOT B P q sp C.R. 
Short a.lIi -10 A 4.2 .87 18 A 
RATING 10 
--
PIO 4 
FLT/CONF. 615/3 WIND Headwind VISIBILITY Clear 
DATE 7/31/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
8 Displacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
TURB. Light AIRPORT tliagara 
No complaints, little aft stick in turns. 
No complaints. 
No complaints. 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: Good, except right dOI~11 near the ground. 
~ Predictability: 
., Special Inputs: 
~ PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORMANCE: 
Reasonable until last 20 ft, unacceptable in last 
20 ft. 
• App,~ach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
e Landing Tasks: 
No problem, you can fly perfect ILS in this airplane. 
Everything O.K. down to 20-25 ft. 
Flare and touchdown performance was very poor. 
~ Differences: Tried several control techniques. First, I flew in a normal fashion and that didn't lvork. I could 
really feel myself ballooning and getting into a 
position where I knew the next oscillation was 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
SU~rr.IARY CO~n·1ENTS: 
going to be a crunch and there wasn't anything I 
could do about it. I ·knew that I was putting my 
wheels down harder as I pulled back. The second one 
I was high and ended up I.i th high s ink rate and long. 
I then tried to not make any big changes close in. 
So I'm going to come in and duck under just a little 
bit and come in low and make a change and hold it. 
I attempted to do that and came .close to making it, 
but ended up at about 10 feet fresh out of peanuts 
and the next oscillatio~ I knew we were in trouble, 
extended long and slow very significant difference 
between approach and landing. The most sie:nificant 
that I've seen. You could not believe that you woula 
have as much trouble as you do under 25 ft. 
Hind and turbulence not a factor. Lat-Dir. not a 
factor. 
Major problems were precise control of sink rate close 
to the ground and Lord knows what was happening to the landing gear 
back there as we were floundering around in the oscillation. I don't 
feel like I was losing control in a sense of pitch oscillation, but 
I was certainly losing control of my sink rate so that's what I 
mean. You don't feel like it's losing control of pitch attitude 
directly, but clearly got into oscillations when I attempted to 
enter the loop under 25 ft. 
III-6 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I 
C.R. 
Short a.Hi -10 
FLT/CONF. 618/4 
DATI: 8/4/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
, Dlsplacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
• Trll1l: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Inltlal: 
• Predictability: 
• Speclal Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFOru.lANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
, Landlng Tasks: 
• Differences: 
IVIND AND TURBULENCE: 
SUHMARY COHMENTS: 
t/"q I n/a. I Tq I 'CR 1-2 I -r 1 "'P PILOT A sp 
RATING 9 A 4.2 -- .87 18 A PIO 5 
WIND 5-10 kt taihlind VISIBILITY Clear 
TURB. Llght AIRPORT 
Hediur.J. to a little heavy. 
Large. 
O.K •• 
Didn't trir.J. too r.J.uch. 
Noticeably delayed. 
Niagara 
Predictability of pitch is not bad IFR and also VFR 
when you are up and away from the ground but as soon 
as the ground cones in you really definitely can 
perceive the altitude errors and lt screliS you up 
and starts a PIO gOlng. I think it is an lnput I'm 
putting in to correct the altitude errors that causes 
the PIO. 
Wasn't really bad. Surprislngly. 
Can't rer.1er.J.ber too clear. Localizer \ias good. 
Alrspeed \iasn't bad. 
Sidestep was easy. 
Problems came in the flare and touchdO\ill because of 
Pro in pitch and it was very, very hard to stabilize 
the flight path close to the ground. Kind of reminds 
me of the shuttle. 
Didn't particularly notice turbulence. Hay have been 
setting off PIO because I did detect an altltude 
error that was grO\'llng and I didn't seem to be able 
to control it. Hy efforts to control it seened to 
drive me lnto the PIO. Lat-Dir. \ias O.K •• 
Ha]or problem - The Pro in flare and touchdo\in. As 
you start tight control ln the flare, it causes an 
oscillation that is dlvergent. 
1II-7 
TAIL I AUG. , Xp I 
-rrl· Short ani 
FLT/CONF. 630/2 
DATI: 8/13/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• Sensltivity: 
• Trim: 
PITCH ATIIWDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED Cm~TROL: 
PERFORr.lANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landing Tasks: 
• Dliferences: 
WIND AND WRBULENCE: 
SUMNARY COHNENTS: 
t 1 "'q I n/a IT I i:R /-z I i:1"'P PILOT A q sp 
A 4.2 -- ~87 18 A RATING 8 
PIO 4 
WIND Headw~nd VISIBILITY Partly cludy & 
TURB. Light AIRPORT slightly hazy. Nial~ara 
Heavy~ Steady elevator required in steady turn. 
Large. 
I increased lt initially and considered further 
increase but decided agalnst it. r.light increase PIC 
tendencyo 
I guess I didn't trlm, but I sure got airspeed variations~ 
Very sluggish and delayed. 
Poor. 
Either overdrive lt, which tends to result in overcontrol 
or to just nudge it around, don't overdrive it. 
Def~nlte tendency to PIO. 
Poor. Always belnnd lt and trYlng to correct. The 
1naccuracy 1n pitch control is a signlficant part of problem 
Poor until I got steady down then fair. Localizer 
degraded because of lack of attention. Airspeed was 
poor. Altltude control extremely d1fficult. 
Sidestep went O.K. laterally but got off ln vertical 
flight patho 
Flare and touchdo\ffi performance was very variable. If 
you are r1ght on, lt came out fairly decently. But if 
you're off and try to correct back, it was Just hopeless. 
The pilot-airplane combination for any sizeable correc-
tion 1S very poor dynamlcally, very slow and very 
oscillatory. 
Both approach and landlng were dlfficult. It was the 
landing that's going to kill you though ~ 
Turbulence is distracting. Lat-Dlr. was good. 
HaJor problem is the slow, inadequate pitch response, 
difficulty ln predlcting what to put in to get what 
you want. Tend to overdrive It or to shift to a mode 
where you just kind of nudge it around, ln whlch case 
you don't have the des1red bandvndth in generating 
alrplane responses. 
III-8 
TAIL I AUG. I X , P C.R. 
Short C1HiDLC -10 
FLT/CONF. 630/3 
OAT [ 8/13/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED Cm~TROL: 
PERFOru1ANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Land~ng Tasks: 
• D~ff eren'': es : 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
r; 1 'V<.[ I n/a. IT I LR 1-2 I L1'VP PILOT A q sp 
RATING 6 A 4.2 -- .87 18 A 
PIO 3 
WIND Headwind VISIBILITY Partly cloudy & 
TURB. Light AIRPORT slightly hazy. NiaQ'ara 
Elevator forces on the heavy side, but not too heavy. 
Medium. 
Little 10lv, but about right. Had to put nose dO\m 
elevator trim in on final a couple of times. Don't 
understand that. 
Very slow initial response, ponderous. 
Poor. 
Either don't put much ~n and sit there and wait or 
try to overdrive it, but not too much. 
Def~nite tendency to PIO in p~tch on flight path 
control close to ground. 
D~fficult and lugh \ .... orkload, but you can do it. 
Glide slope and localizer not too bad except got high 
and fast close in. Airspeed was a problem, high 
workload. 
Sidestep easy but the vertical flight path was 
d~fficult to control and tended to get off. 
Flare and touchdown - I tried to control attitude. The 
best combination was to control att~tude and do most 
of the flare with the elevator but not \'IOrrying about the 
tight control of sink rate, then control the sink rate 
w~th the DLC. That worked pretty well in the last 
two landings but I d~dn't have force feel on my DLC 
controller. DLC controller is not the best pred~ctor 
type device, I tended to overdo it, maybe if I had 
force feel -- I don't really kno\'l but anyway it's not 
opt~mized. That techn~que tends to work but it's high 
workload because you have elevator and aileron to control 
w~th your left hand and airspeed plus DLC wl.th the right 
hand so you're busy. 
The most difficult to control is the flare and touchdown, 
but flight path and a~rspeed on final during turns was 
also a problem. Lat-D~r. is best part of this configura-
tion. 
Crosswind correct~on was easy. 
1II-9 
Flt/Conf. 630/3 (Cont'd) 
SUMMARY COMHENTS: Hajor problem - High workload but I was able to stay out of trouble 
w~th the configuration by using the OLC, \lereas, I would have gotten 
into a significant PIO in trying to flare. I felt slow and ponderous 
and difficult close to the ground as far as elevator control went. 
Good features - The OLC gave ne a tighter control of the sink rate 
near touchdown and especially, I want this noted, to be able to 
start back down if I had overrotated with my elevator in pitch. To 
be able to start down promptly is highly desirable feature of the 
OLC - and then being able to take out that dmm correction quickly. 
It's very helpful. It makes it possible to come dOlm a little without· 
rotating, I'd never hav_e gotten it done if I had to rotate the 
airplane. 
III-IO 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp 
C.R. 
Short aHi -10 
FLT/CONF. 619/1 
DATE 8/4/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• -Displacement: 
• Sensit:vity: 
• Trim: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initlal: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORMA.I'!CE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landlng Tasks: 
o D'.fferences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
SUMMARY cm IHENTS : 
, t 1"'q I n/a IT I TR /-z I T l"'P PILOT A q sp 
RATING 10 B 402 -- .87 18 A 
PIO 6 
WIND 5-10 kt tailwind VISIBILITY Clear 
TURB. Light AIRPORT Niagara 
Heavy on first approachl arm got tired. Increased 
gain by about 1.43 and then forces \iere moderate. 
Large. 
Too heavy on initial approacho Increase by 1.43. 
Didn't use triu. 
Delayed. 
Unpredictable. 
Not too special IFR. 
VFR you try to perform flare and touchdO\m you get 
dlvergent PIG. 
Taxllng, lots of attentlon o 
Not bad at all. Airspeed \iaS little poor. 
Sldest~p easy. 
Flare and touchdown - go into PIO and it was just 
hopeless. Tried three landings and couldn't do it. 
Safety pilot took control. 
Landing is more difficult l It's divergent PIO. 
Turbulence was submerged in other problems. Lat-Dir. 
only good thing. 
~laJor problem - PIO in flare and touchdo\-In. It was 
divergent. I couldn't land it in three attenpts. 
Everytlllng proceeded normally untll I got down to 
about 200 ft and then lt fell out of the sky on the 
flare and I went into a PIO, overrotate l balloon I 
overrotate down, etc •• 
III-ll 
SHORT AFT TAIL q AUGMENTATION - PILOT COMMENT Sur.lNARIES 
Hed q T1 =A 
High q (Xpcrr = -10') T1 = A" ShuttZe Zag/deZay 
High q (X = 10') peR T = A 1 
High q T 1 =A 
Ex-Hl.gh q T = A 1 
III-12 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I 
C.R. 
ShGrt ~ed -10 
FLT/CONF. 619/3 
DAT[ 8/4/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• SensJ.tivJ.ty: 
• Trim: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
o Initial: 
• PredJ.ctability: 
• Special Inputs: 
~ PIG Tendency: 
AIRSPEED COKTROL: 
PERFORl-lANCE: 
~ Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
VJ.sual (Sidestep): 
• LandJ.ng Tasks: 
• DJ.fferences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
Sm~lARY COHMENTS: 
t 1"'C[ 
A 
WIND 
TURB. 
I n/CJ. 
4.2 
5-10 kt 
Light 
Hedium 
Large 
I '1 q I "CR 
1.0 .8i 
tail\lind 
I-Z 1 "C1"'P PILOT sp 
18 A RATING 
PIO 
VISIBILITY Clear 
AIRPORT Rochester 
Asked that be increased after first approach. 
Didn't use trine 
Very sluggish and delayed. 
Difficult to predict. 
Stay on top of it all the tine. In flare you 
A 
9 
4 
had to generate a lot of corrective lead type inputs to 
nurse the response towards what you want. 
Very strong PIO tendency but J.t can be made 
convergent. 
Poor prililarJ.ly because I didn't have tJ.oe to give 
J.t much attention. 
Glide slope was fair. Localizer reasonably good. 
,\j rspced had excursJ.ons. 
Sidestep easy. 
Flare and touchdown was a problen, had a tendency 
to overrotate. PIO, whenever you \lanted to make 
a correctJ.on J.n flight path. Just don't know what 
kJ.nd of an input to put in. 
Approach was a lot less dJ.fficult than landing. 
It J.s turbulent today wluch oakes J.t hard to ever 
really get set up. 
Lat-Dir good. 
Hajor problelil is pJ.tch PIO in flare and touchdown. 
Difficult to predict what kind of J.nput to put in 
to get the flight path response you \'Iant. 
III-13 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp 
C.R. 
Short qHi -10 
FLT/CONF. 615/5 
DATe 7/31/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• DisplaceMent: 
• SensH~vity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORHANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
I tl"'q 
A 
WIND 
TURB. 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landwg Tasks: 
• D~fferences: 
Wn:D AND TURBULENCE: 
SU~IHJl.RY COMMENTS: 
I n/a. I Tq 
4.2 1.0 
Headwind 
Light 
rIo problem. 
No problem. 
O.K. 
I TR 
.87 
1-2 1 T 1 "'P PILOT B sp 
18 A RATING 6 
PIO 3 
VISIBILITY Clear 
AIRPORT Niagara 
P~tch response was excellent. Certainly at all' 
times except the very last approach, even then 
I was able to reta~n a reasonable control. Initial 
response was good. 
Pred~ctab~hty lias good. 
Not to make inputs near the ground. 
If you use the I,.rong technique. It's related 
to technique you use. 
Good on first and reasonable on the second. 
You can do excellent ILS. It's an excellent 
airplane. 
Good v~sually down to last bit but you got to get 
organized there. You have to get set up so you 
come through the window correctly and then almost 
hands off techn~que close in. Use the trim to make 
inputs. 
Flare and touchdOl'ffi was 
lias both good and bad. 
of control technique. 
the probleI:1. Performance 
It's very much a funct~on 
Difference ~s sign~ficant and landing lS clearly 
the most difficult. 
'Vind and turbulence was not a factor. Lat-Dir Ivas 
not a factor. 
MaJor problem is prec~sion of height control near 
the ground. I'd like to see it again, didn't get 
cons~stent results. 
III-14 
• 
TAIL I AUG. I Lp I tlvq 
C.R. 
Short qHi 
FLT/CONF. 619/4 
DAT[ 
FEEL: 
8/4/80 
• Forces: 
o Displacel"lent: 
• Sensitivity: 
-10 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predlctabillty: 
• Special Inputs: 
~ PIO Tenip-Hcy: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFOHl!ANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visud.l (Sidestep): 
~ Landlng Tasks: 
• Differences: 
lVI:-JD AND TURBULENCE: 
SUMMARY CO~~ IENTS : 
A 
WIND 
TURB. 
I n/a. IT I TR '-lsp J "Clvp PILOT A q 
4.2 1.0 .87 18 RATING 9 A 
PIa 4 
5-10 taihlind VISIBILITY Clear 
Light AIRPORT Rochester 
Hedium or a little heavier. Ho steady forces in 
the turn. 
Hedium or a little larger. 
About right but the feel is terrible, it Just --- you 
don't feel like you are too connected to the 
airplane. 
Delayed. 
Not at all good, but adequate for IFR portion. 
It's no way ned.r adequate for flare and touchdown. 
Had not developed one. 
Deflnite tendency to PIO. 
Dlfficult in the approach. You were so busy in the 
flare that alrspeed control was not existent. 
Fair but workload was hlgh. Arispeed control \iaS 
a problem also rate of climb. Localizer didn't 
seem to correct as \iell as others. Performance 
was certainly adequate. 
Sidestep was not difficult. 
The flare is the problem, especlally down close to 
touchdown. Tended to overrotate. Flight path 
just doesn't want to go that last 6 inches or one 
foot. I ended up with the flight path going up and 
then it's hard to correct, end up with another shot 
back down on the runway wlth sink rate that lS too 
large. 
By far the landlng was the most dlfficult. 
Turbulence was a problem, it knocks you off the 
glide slope and it's very dlfficult to get back on. 
Lat-Dir pretty good. 
MaJor problems was flare and touchdown. I'm tlred 
havi.ng crappy airplanes in the flare and touchdown. 
If you can't build them any better than this, we bette: 
not bUlle! them. 
III-IS 
TAIL I AUG. 'Xp I r;l"'q 
C.R. 
Short -10 A 
FLT/CONF. 630/1 
DAT[ 8/13/80 
FEEL: 
" 
Forces: 
\) Displacement: 
~ Sensltlvity: 
(J Tril:1: 
P ITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSe: 
0 Inltlal: 
IJ Predlctabillty: 
., Speclal Inputs: 
Q PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORl\W~CE : 
a Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
WIND 
TURB. 
Vlsual (Sldestep): 
o Landlng Tasks: 
• Differences: 
IlIND Al"W TURBUL[NCE: 
SU~[rIARY COWIENTS: 
In/a. 
4.2 .8i 
PILOT 
RATING 
Pro 
A 
5 
3 
6 kt headwind 
Light turbulence 
VISIBILITY 
AIRPORT 
Partly cloudy 
ff SJ.ightly hazy 
Nia!rara 
Heavy irritlally, medwIn after I increased the gear-
ing. No force requlred for turn. 
Large lnltlally, medium after gain increase. 
Prefer the lllgher settlng. 
Dldn't use triM, didn't have to. 
Little delayed and SlUgglSh. 
Little hard to predict final but adequate. 
I was probably overdrivlng it some. 
I hate to call lt a PIO but lt certainl)," had some 
overcontrol tendency ln flare and touchdown, which 
appeared as an osclllatlon. 
Fair, requlred attentlon. 
Somewhat busy, had airspeed varlations. Glide slope 
attention took some attention off localizer. 
Airspeed, not1ceable workload. 
Sldestep was easy. D1dn't have much trouble with 
vertical fl1ght path. 
Flare - I was a little behind, but I had control. 
Approach and land1ng sim1lar difflculty Inth a httle 
r.l0re trouble with the touchdown. 
Turbulence added to airspeed corrections. 
Lat-D1r. pleasant but a llttle heavy. 
No maJor problems but the a1rplane lS slow, SlUgglSh 
respondlng ln pitch. But I do have adequate control. 
D1dn't get des1red performance ln alrspeed or 
fllght path control ln the flare and touchdown. 
Tendency to be late ln the flare, ponderous and 
a llttle hunt1ng for the ground in pltch. 
III-l6 
TAIL I AUG. , Xp I tl'Vq I "It/a. , '1 I "'R I-Zap I "'l"'P PILOT B C.R. q 
Short qHi -10 A 4.2 1.0 .87 18 A 
RATING 4 
PIO 2 
. 
--FLT/CONF. 631/5 WIND 12 kt headwind VISIBILITY Light rain and hazy 
DATI.: 8/14/80 TURB. Hodera t e AIRPORT Buffalo 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
o Displacement: 
~ SensHlvity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initial: 
• Predictability: 
e Special Inputs: 
.. Pro Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORHAN'CE: 
~ Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
a Landing Tasks: 
II Differences: 
WIND AI'm TURBULENCE: 
SUMNARY CO~1MENTS: 
Reasonable. 
Reasonable. 
Reasonable. 
Slow. 
No problem. 
No. 
No. 
O.K •• 
Satisfactory. 
Satlsfactory. 
Flare - used more gradual throttle changes and it 
seemed to work out better. I had nore trouble 
,'Ii th the dlrectional and lateral correction in that 
particular landing than anything else. I was 
unable to really get set up for it. I don't think 
it's a fair offset for a large airplane - I would have 
gone around. 
tlo significant difference bet\veen approach and 
landing. 
The crosswlnd seemed larger than usual, I had both 
hands on the wheel and a lot of rudder, more than 
I've been used to. 
No major problems. I thought it was a little slow 
in pitch, a little tendency to be less precise 
than you want. Had a little tendency to overcontrol 
in the flare but wasn't set up very good. 
III-Ii 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I 
C.R. 
In/a , T" 
t\ I-Z I T1"'P sp PILOT A I 
-10 18 A RATING 5 I qH' - I ~DLC "IQ .) e ev ~~~~ ________________________ ~~~ ___________________________ ~~~~~ ___ ~1_~ _________ ~2 DLk_' Short A 4.2 .87 
FLT/CONF. 629/3 WIND 15 kt head\vind VISIBILITY Partly cloudy 
DAT[ 8/12/80 TURB. ~loderate AIRPORT thagara 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• DisplaceLlent: 
e Sensitivity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
0 Iniual: 
• Predictability: 
~ Special Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORHANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
V~sual (Sidestep): 
• Land~ng Tasks: 
• Differences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
smll !A~Y COHMENTS: 
Hedium 
Hedium 
(See Detail COTfanents for DLC 
experience) 
Probably should have tried it a little higher. 
Delayed. 
Not quite so good \dth elevator. 
Overdrive a httle maybe. 
None on glide slope but sane in the flare and 
touchdown \dth elevator. 
Requires a lot of thrust ~n turns. 
Fairly good. Didn't use DLC ~Il approach. 
Sidestep eas~ly done ~n roll but some tendency 
to lose the flight path ~n vert~cal. 
Flare - If done Hith the elevator, the response 
is delayed and some tendency to oscillate, tendency 
to overrotate. Touchdown performance, only did 
one with elevator and that one \",a!m' t too bad. 
The:: :andiug ':'s 1Il0rt' diiiic': 1 ~ than the approach. 
Flare and touchdown with the DLC, H is only used 
on flight path ~ut it is difficult to know how 
much change in h tha~ you are ccmmand~ng. I just 
r.loved the thumb control and see \/hat happens. After 
a few landings, I was dOlng ~t about right. 
Crosswind corrections were O.K.. Some tendency 
to~eglect the cross\·lind when us~ng DLC. 
~~jor problem is four controls, I was learn~ng and it 
is probably a help but I'm not sure that's the k~nd . 
of help I want. Ivorkload is hl-gh \d th four con-
trollers. I'm still learning to use DLC and the 
controller ~sn't opt~mized. Sense of control was 
O.K., never used it backHards. 
III-18 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp 
C.R. 
Short qHi +10 
FLT/CONF. 629/1 
DATE 8/12/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacer.lent: 
• Sensitivity: 
• Trih1: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
" Init~al: 
• Predictabil~ty: 
• Spec~al Inputs: 
• _PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED cm.TROL: 
PERFOIU!ANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
I 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landing Tasks: 
• D~£ferences: 
WI~D AND TURBULENCE: 
SUMMARY COMMENTS: 
t/'v<.[ 
A 
WIND 
TURB. 
I n/a. I T I i:R i-z I i: i'vp q 
4.2 1.0 .87 
260u @ 15 kt 
Hoderate 
1 led iura 
Small to r.lediurn 
Liked the value I had. 
Didn't have to trih1. 
sp 
18 A 
VISIBILITY 
AIRPORT 
PILOT A 
RATING 5 
PIO 1 
Partly cloudy 
Buffalo 
Delayed a little but d~dn't seeh1 to give me any 
significant problen in the flare and touch n. 
Seemed predictable. I didn't overrotate. 
None. 
None. 
Pr~nc1pal problem has airspeed control. Wasn't bad 
lvhen I llaS wl.ngs level constant speed fllght but 
if I Hould be turn~ng or rol1ing out of the turn or 
in response, 1t had a tendency to get slow or fast. 
Sluggish thrust response. 
QU1te good ILS and localizer. Turning, I had little 
trouble with a1rspeed. 
Easy to correct and no problem with vert~cal flight 
path during the maneuvero 
I landed a little early and hard on first two but I 
think the proble~ is primarily getting used to 
Buffalo airport and the radar alt~tude for this 
runway. (Sharp change in elevation near threshold). 
Third land~ng, the s1nk rate lvas kept small without 
overrotatJ..on. No special technique, except ''latch 
airspeed. 
Approach l'laS more d1fficul t because of a1rspeed 
control. 
Not sure what the effect of turbulence was. Crosswind 
easy. Lat-Dir was good. 
Pr~ncipal problem was airspeed control, did not get 
des1red performance. Good features - Lat-Dir and 1n a 
sense the p1tch control and the flare and touchdown 
l.asn't bad. 
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TAIL I AUG. I Xp 
C.R. 
Short qlh 10 
FLT/CONF. 631/1 
DATE 8/14/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
II Displacenent: 
., Sens~tivity: 
0 Tr~n: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
o Inlt~al: 
• Pred~ctability: 
" Spec~al Inputs: 
• PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORlfANCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
T 1;lvq 
A 
WIND 
TURn. 
Visual (Sidestep): 
• Landing Tasks: 
@ D1fferenccs: 
\'lIND A.ND TURBULENCE: 
I n/a. IT I 'R T-Z T 'ivp PILOT 3 q sp 
4.2 1.0 .87 18 A RATING 8 land. 
PIa 4 appro 3 flare 
Sl'l @ 12 l~t VISIBILITY L~ght raw and 
Light 
No complaints. 
No complaints. 
Satisfactory. 
AIRPORT slightly hazy N~a!!ara 
I really didn't hke the a~rplane even in the 
approach. It didn't seem to tritl in an attitude 
and hold it, I had to be trimming all the time. 
Wasn't a solid airplane on approach. 
L~ttle bit delayed. I d~dn't have a great deal 
of difficulty, didn't feel smooth, a httle lumpy. 
No tendency toward a PIO except right near the 
end. Tend not to \'/ant to touch it, lack of 
controllab~l~ty you would like to see in the 
flare. 
Reasonable, required work but could get job done. 
No problem on ILS, throttles are used open loop, 
you nove the throttle and wait an hour unt~l it 
settles down. 
No d~fference from IFR. 
The real differences is in flare and touchdown. The 
problens are an lnability to fly in a natural fashion 
and be precise with a touchdown point wlthout feeling 
that you are go~ng to overcontrol and hit the ground • 
too hard and fallout the botton 11ke I d1d on the secon 
one. The clear problem is the landing, it's significant 
right near the end. Lot of nental \Iorkload to keep . 
from overcontrolling and gett1ng into a balloon sltuatio 
ln touchdo\ffl. You can hit the ground pretty hard in 
thlS airplane. 
\vind and turbulence not really a factor. Crosswind 
no problem. Lat-Dir. not a factor. 
SU~IHARY COrIl1ENTS: 
Hajor problem 1S the last 30-40 ft in the landing. I Just have a 
feeling that I am not totally III control of the rate of slnk at 
touchdo\ffl, or the touchdoHn point. Worry about hitting ground too 
hard. Second landlng contributes to thlS fear. On approach it lS 
something like a 4. 
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TAIL I AUG. I Xp I t1"'cz 
C.R. 
Short qHi SO A 
FLT/CONF. 629/2 WIND 
DATI.: 8/10/80 TURll. 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Dlsplacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
ct Inltlal: 
• Predictability: 
• Special Inputs: 
• PIG Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORlWiCE: 
, Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Vlsual (Sldestep): 
• Landing Tasks: 
• Differences: 
\'11:-':0 AND TURBULEHCE: 
SUMHARY COMMENTS: 
I n/a. IT 
CZ 
I LR T~ZSp 1 L 1 "'P PILOT A 
4.2 1.0 .87 18 
2600 @ 15 kt VISIBILITY 
~10derate AIRPORT 
rtediULl and confortable. 
Nedium to small. 
Didn't do any trirrming. 
Prompt for a big alrplane o 
Pretty predictable. 
Noneo 
None o 
Bit of a problemo 
Very tood o 
Alrspeed on ILS was fair. 
Sldestep was easyo 
Ho particular problem in flare. 
A RATING 4-1/2 
PIO 1 
Partly cloudy 
lluffalo 
Approach was more difficult, I had to Hatch the 
alrspeed a lot and had problems with speed in the 
flare. 
. 
Cross\'lind corrections were easy, took turbulence in 
stride. Lat-Dir were good. 
MaJor problem \vas alrspeed control and thrust lag. 
Don't know where to put the throttle to get the trim 
thrust back. Have to look at throttle and guess 
where to put it. Didn't get desired performance 
in alrspeed. On last approach turning final, I let the 
alrspeed get down to 142 kt and \\Ilth full power on, 
nothlng much happened, gradually started to plck up. 
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TAIL I I Xp I "Cl"q 
C.R. 
AUG. In/a. 
Short 50 A 4.2 
IT q 
1.0 .87 
I-ZSp I 'tl"P PILOT B 
18 A 
RATING 3 
PIO 1 
FLT/CONF. 631/4 
DATE 8/14/80 
WIND SW @ 12 kt 
TURB. Hoderate 
VISIBILITY Light raJ.n and 
AIRPORT slightly hazy. 
Niagara 
FEEL: 
., Forces: 
g DJ.splacement: 
~ Sensitivity: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPOHSE: 
Q InJ.tial: 
Q Predictability: 
Q SpecJ.al Inputs: 
Q PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORNAJ'';CE: 
IJ Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
Visual (Sidestep): 
o Landing Tasks: 
o Differences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
Sm~!ARY CO~IHENTS: 
No problem • 
No problemo 
Satisfactory. 
Good o 
Predictable. 
None. 
None. 
Dldn't achieve the performance on first two approaches 
that I expected. There \'las some confusion of the 
first couple. Concentrated a little more on thl.rd 
one and you can do the Job. 
Can do. 
Felt I had reasonable control of sink rate and 
touchdown point. 
No real difference between approach and landing. 
Final flare Has a little more difficult. 
Felt turbulence in ride quality sense, not in terms 
of control problem. Cross\nnd correction required 
seemed to change as got closer to ground, maybe 
varJ.able \dndo 
No maJor problens. Good features - sense of control· 
near the ground, I could control the sink rate In 
satisfactory nanner. I r.1USt admit that knowing 
the kJ.nd of airplane (short taJ.I) that I'm flYl.ng 
and of course not kno\vJ.ng \'lhat on earth loS gOJ.ng on 
\'ll.th them - there is a tendency to want to say, well, 
I should be havJ.ng more dl.fficulty --- a reluctance 
to give full narks for precl.sion. 
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" 
TAIL I AUG. I Xp I L"'q I n/a I 'J.lq I 1:R I-ij I 1: l"'P PILOT B J. sp C.R. RATING 9 Short -10 Shuttle 4.2 1.0 .87 18 A qHi lag/delay PIO 5 
FLT/CONF. 631/2 
DATI: 8/14/80 
FEEL: 
• Forces: 
• Displacement: 
• Sensitivity: 
• Trim: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• In~tial: 
o Pred~ctabil~ty: 
• Spec~al Inputs: 
o PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORMANCE: 
~ Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
WIND 
TURn. 
Visual (Sidestep): 
~ Landing Tasks: 
Q D~fferences: 
\'lIND AND TURGULENCE: 
SurJ!vIARY CmI!vIENTS: 
SIV @ 12 kt VISIBILITY Light rain and 
Light AIRPORT slightly hazy Niap.ara 
O.K •• 
O.K •• 
Sat~sfactory. 
Has PIO tendency if you hand fly it at any time on an 
accurate attitude. You can fly with the trim most 
of the approach, but near the end if you are trying 
to make a correction, it's very difficult to avoid 
a PIO. 
Gig initial delay. 
Poor. 
Use tr~m as r.1Uch as possl.ble; not flake any inputs. 
PIO anytlme you try to be accurate \'lith the airplane. 
n.easonable. 
Using trim, could achieve adequate ILS. 
Sidestep can be done, rather not have to though. You 
would like to be stabilized far out on final and not 
have to touch anything. 
Flare and touchdown is clear problem area. Special 
technique is to try to stay out of loop. It's a 
very tense airplane to fly near the end because 
you're worried that you are going to touch it at the 
wrong time and get ~nto an oscillat1on. 
Tendency to PIO and land~ng is most difficult. 
Ihnd and turbulence no probleIJ. Lat-Dir. not a 
factor. 
MaJor problem - lack of predictability in the pitch 
response comb~ned with a diff~cult airplane to feel 
a sense of control of s~nk rate near the end of the 
flare. Can't consistently land it \;lith acceptable 
sink rate. Inabil~ty to make corrections in the 
flare. 
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TAIL I AUG. I X P C.R. 
Short qExHi -10 
FLT/CONF. 631/3 
[)A.Tt.: 
FEEL: 
8/14/80 
• Forces: 
Q Displacer.1.ent: 
() Sensitivity: 
g Trim: 
PITCH ATTITUDE RESPONSE: 
• Initl.al: 
o Predictabill.ty: 
• Specl.al Inputs: 
~ PIO Tendency: 
AIRSPEED CONTROL: 
PERFORH-\NCE: 
• Approach Tasks: 
ILS: 
I 1;l"q 
A 
WIND 
TUR13. 
Visual (Sl.destep): 
~ Landing Tasks: 
o Differences: 
WIND AND TURBULENCE: 
SU~~1ARY COHMENTS: 
Note: 
,~ 
I n/a. IT q 
4.2 005 
SW @ 12 kt 
Hoderate 
No conplal.ntso 
No complaintso 
Satisfactory. 
I LR 
.87 
J-Z 1 Ll"P PILOT B sp 
18 A RATING 4 
PIO 2 
VISIBILITY Ll.ght ral.n and 
AIRPORT slightly hazy. Niagara 
Decent airplane to trim. 
O.K •• 
Good. 
Could fly the al.rplane and not feel apprehension 
and muscle tl.ghtenl.ng worry about getting into trouble. 
None. 
IIhat you want to make it. Satisfactory. I found 
I was actually relaxing in this airplane compared 
to some. In relaxing you tend to get a little sloppy. 
No problem. 
No probleI!l. 
I may be learning to fly these t}ungs ~ I seem to have 
a lot more confidence with this airplane that I could 
put it down where I wanted it. Felt like I had to 
work just a little bit at the end, a ll.ttle sense 
of caution, but I kept thl.ngs under control. 
Landing clearly more difficult than approach. 
Didn't notl.ce turbulence problems, but crosswind 
seemed stronger than before~ The correction takes 
time, it's slow cOI.ll.ng around. Have to get 
organized as you \'1ould In a bl.g airplane, allow a 
reasonable distance, you can get it done. 
Major problem - none. I felt a sense of rellef being 
able to fly the airplane close to the ground without 
PIO. I felt a little apprehension at the end and 
a little work. I feel comfortable with thl.s al.r-
plane but I don't feel like I'n achieving the 
performance that I expect. 
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Appendix IV 
OPEN-LOOP AIRCRAFT PLUS COHPENSATED 
PILOT NICHOLS DIAGRAMS, a/a 
E 
ThlS appendix presents the open-loop aircraft plus compensated pilot 
Nichols dlagrams for each Short Aft Tall configuration evaluated. The pilot 
model contains a .25 second delay and lO\i-frequency integration capability 
(58;1 ). The galn (Kpe) and lead conpensation (TL8 +1) \vas adJusted to achieve 
a closed-loop bandwidth (wBW ) of 1.5 rad/sec \iithout violat1ng the closed-
a 
loop droop and resonance boundaries. The solution requiring minimun pilot lead 
was selected in most cases. The pilot compensation is discussed in Section 4.3.2. 
e/e = K ( 1) -.258 (' 58+1) a/p E Fa T: L8 + e · ES 
The closed-loop analysls was performed uswg the 25 rad/sec feel sys-
tem for all configurations. The caption on each plot def1nes the configura-
t1011. Also drmm on each plot are the closed-loop +3 dB, +9 dB resonance; 
-3 dB droop, and -90 degrees phase llnes. The 1.5 rad/sec point passes through 
the -90 degree phase llne 1ndica'ung the closed-Iocp bandwidth. Listed on 
each plot 1S the lead tine constant used, phase corilpensatlon at wErI and pilot 
rat1ng/PIO ratwg received. The order of the frequency p01nts 1S: 
(rad/sec) A = .1, .12, .14, .16, .2, .24, .28, .3, .35, .4, .45, 
.5, .55, .6, .65, .7, .8, .. 9 
x = 1. , 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1. 7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.,2.1, 
2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 207, 2.8, 2.9, 3. , 3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 4. , 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 5. , 5.5, 6. , 6.5, 
7., 8. , 9. , 10. 
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Appendix V 
ADDITIONAL fu~ALYSIS RESULTS 
This Appendix presents the results of additional analyses which were 
Appendix V-A 
V-B 
V-C 
V-D 
Equivalent System Analysis 
Time History Criteria for Pitch Rate Response 
Open-Loop (Aircraft Only) Pitch Att~tude Analysis 
Open-Loop (Aircraft Plus Uncompensated Pilot) Pitch 
Attitude Analysis 
None of the criter~a which were evaluated correlated very well with the data. 
All of the criteria show the correct general trend of good ratings tending 
toward the good area of each criter~a plot and bad ratings tending towards the 
Level 3 d~rections of parameter values. As mentioned ~n the body of this 
report, there are effects in the data that are not handled by the criteria. 
These are p~lot locat~on relative to center of rotat~on, backside operation and 
slow thrust response, and benefits and shortcomings of the augmentation systems. 
Some of these latter effects are gust sensitivity, low frequency and phugoid 
dynamics, elevator forces requ~red in turns, backside and slow thrust response 
more critical for a-augmentation, and low q-augmentat~on is detrimental versus 
Iowa-augmentation. 
V-I 
Appendix V-A 
EQUIVALENT SYSTEr.-1 ANALYSIS 
Equivalent lcwer order systems \.,rere generated for each of the con-
figurations by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the Air Force Wright Aero-
naut~cal Laboratories. The pitch rate to stick force transfer function was 
matched with a first order numerator plus an equivalent time delay, over a 
second-order denominator. The lower ord~r system match is of the form: 
-T 8 
--L _ K(S + t) e D 
FES - s2+2~ w S+W2 
e SPe SPe 
The match was done from .25 r/s to 10 r/s for 25 equally spaced 
frequency values on a log scale. The matching algor~thm uses a cost func-
tion of 
where 
w denotes the input frequency gain is ~n dB 
Phase in degrees 
n is the number of frequencies. 
TIle computer program did not require using an unstable root in any 
of the low order system matches for any of the configurations even though 
some of the configurations had an unstable root. 
The pure t~me delay effects of .06 seconds for the TIFS model-
follow~ng or any intentionally introduced pure time delay (.07 records for 
T1 = C) would add directly to the equivalent time delay sho\'ln in the low 
oitch h orner system matc es. 
V-A-l 
The following 1S an explanation of the table of equivalent system 
parameters (Table V-A-l) for the Short Aft Tail configuration. 
The symbol P in the CONF (configuration) column signifies the first 
order command pref1lter (.ll~S+l) was included in the higher order system 
model. 
K = numerator coefficient (NUM. COEFF.) 
1 
Te = 
e 
equivalent 
allowed to 
numerator zero, fixed at the true value of L 1 or -- or 
Te 
= 
1 a 
run free, - • 
. sec EQUIV ) 
equivalent t1me delay \ TUIE DELAY , sec. 
(This does ~ include any pure time delay effects such as 
the TIFS medel-following delay of .06 seconds or any inten-
tionally 1ntroduced pure time delay). 
equ1valent damplng ratio 
w = equivalent short period natural frequency, radlsec 
sPe 
1 The upward pointing arrows beslde some of the -T free values mean that when the 
1 5e program was stopped, the value of m-- was still being raised by the program le 
(usually after about 2500 iterationsf. In all cases, the fit was excellent as 
shown by the relatively low value of the COST functlon. 
For n /a = 2 for the long aft tail configuration, the pitch rate 
z 
numerator did not reduce to two real roots, but instead, \'Ias t\'IO complex roots; 
7 
so only ~ free could be matched for this configuration. 
68 
The equlvalent tlffie delay matches for the 25 rls feel system, the 
15 rls feel system, and a 20 rls first-order actuator are: 
25 rls feel = .058 sec time delay, COST = 002 
15 rls feel = .100 sec time delay, COST = .75 
20 rls actuator = .048 sec time delay, COST = 1.75 
V-A-2 
2 
Inspection of many of the configurations without the command prefilter (which 
adds about .09 seconds of equivalent time delay when included) shows that the 
equivalent time delay for these conf~gurations is essentially due to the feel 
system and actuator dynamics. 
When two negative numbers are listed vertically in the I; -w columns, 
e sp 
the equivalent system denominator for these configurations factored to t~o real 
roots at the values shohTIo 
A comparison of the equ~valent system parameters wand Td 1 to sp e",ay 
MIL-F-8785C criteria for short per~od frequency requirements an~ allowable response 
delay for the Short Aft Ta~l configurations are shown ~n Figure V-A-l, along 
with the p~lot ratings recelved. Only po~nts obta~ned \vith I- fixed are 
-6 presented. e 
The fly~ng quahty levels for equ~valent t~me delay and short period 
frequency are comb~ned ~n Figure V-A-2, where the pilot ratings for the con-
figuratlons flmvn are called out. 
V-A-3 
TABLE V-A-1. I:QUIVALl:NT SYSTEH PARAtviETERS 
r CONF. NUH. 1 FIXED? EQUIV. i;e w COST sp 
I COEFF. TO TUIE DELAY £ e * 
I 
SHORT AFT TAIL a-FEEDBACK 25 !tIS FEEL 
~K =0 .1068 .5158 Y .103 - .03607 5.18 
a 
- .9061 
K =0 .1094 .8069 N .106 - .06391 3044 
a 
-1.301 Unaug< 
K =op .09322 .5158 Y ,,191 - .06339 17.96 
a 
- .7434 
K =op .09332 .. 5411 N .191 - .06601 17 094 
,-a 
-
.7719 
Med {Ku =.85 .1117 .5158 Y .104 .949 .578 1.92 
K =.85 .08747 12.29+ N .. 087 
-
.6632 .65 
a 
-9.050 
~ , I 
'Med {Ku =.85P .09761 .5158 Y 0191 .843 .563 21 .. 76 
K =.85P .02174 38.00 N .114 - .. 666b .. 82 
a 
-6.924 
K =1.25 .1134 .5158 Y .104 .. 826 0705 4.69 
a 
K =1.25 .1093 1..205 N .100 .808 1.020 2.81 
IIigh l K: =1.25P .09901 .5158 Y .192 I 0740 .682 26 06 K =1.25I- .05039 11.58 N .136 -1.089 7001 
a f I -3.939 I I 
*Does not include model-following t1me delays. 
• 
< I 
;t>-
I 
tIl 
TABLe V-A-1. EQUIVALENT SYSTE~I P/.RAMETERS (emIT'D) 
NU~I. 1 FIXED? EQUIV. l;,e w CONF. - sp COEFF. To THill DELAY £ 
e * 
SI ORT AFT TAIL q-FEEDBACK~ T = 1 q , 25 HIS FEEL 
Kq=1.05 .05803 .5156 Y .104 0442 0499 
Kq=1.05 .05793 .5275 N .104 0444 0502 Med Kq=1.05P .05242 05156 Y .195 0396 .493 
Kq=1.05P .05070 .7174 N .191 0434 .537 
r~2 5 .1430 05157 Y .105 .713 .773 q • 
Illgh Kq =2. 5 .1431 .5093 N .105 0714 .770 
K =2 5P .1250 .5157 Y 0192 .639 .746 q • 
K =2 5P 01199 09327 N .186 0623 .929 q • 
Ex:"i (Kq~5. 2 03695 05158 Y .124 .936 1.32 
Tq -.5 K =5.2 03126 1.927 N .105 .618 2017 q 
. I I 
*Does not include model-following t1me delays. 
COST 
1084 
1082 
20 0 73 
17.27 
.98 
098 
17.10 
14.52 
17.30 
1.09 
I 1 
< I 
r 
I 
(1\ 
TABLE V-A-l. EQUIVALENT SYSTBI PM<AfvIETERS (CONTI D) 
(The following configurations were flown by Pilot D ''lith 15 r/s pitch, feel system) 
CONF. NU~I. 1 FIXED? EQUIV. /;e w COEH. TO TIME DELAY 
Bp COST 
£: 
e * 
I 
SHORT AFT TAl La-FEEDBACK, 15 !tIS FEEL 
. 
{Ka~.8SP 009674 05158 Y 0233 .836 .563 27.22 Med 
K =.85P .008055 10005+ N 0139 - .6733 1.56 
a 
-6.755 
High {Ka~1.25 01124 .5158 Y .146 .819 .705 6 086 
K =1.25 01075 1.338 N .141 0811 1.066 4.61 
a 
SHORT AFT TAIL, 'I-FEEDBACK, '1' = q 1, 15 HIS FEEL 
[K =2 5 .1417 05157 Y .146 0708 .773 2.54 q • 
W I K ==2.5 .1417 .5169 N 0146 0708 .773 2.54 Igl < q 
) K ==20 5P .1239 05157 Y .234 .034 .746 22020 q 
K =2.5P .1183 .9858 N .228 0621 .947 19.30 q 
Ex-IIi {K ~5. 2 .3647 05158 Y .166 .927 10315 20 053 
T =.5 K
q
==5 2 
.3032 20093 N 0145 0605 2.227 2058 qq. 
, 
*Does not include Illode1-following tlme de1ayso 
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Appendix V-B 
TIME HISTORY CRITERIA FOR PITCH RATE RESPONSE 
The time history criteria for pitch rate response was developed in 
Reference 4 to correlate easily obtained parameters from a time history with 
flying qualities levels. It avoids identification of dominant roots or 
equivalent system i'1odels by working directly \dth the pitch rate transient re-
sponse. To obtain the parameters for this criteria, the pitch rate response 
to a step input of pitch controller force is calculated from two degree-of-
freedom equations of motion (i.e., with speed constra~ned). The response should 
exhibit the characteristics defined below. Two straight lines are drewn on the 
pitch rate ti~e history and the following measurements are defined. See 
Figure V-B-l. 
qu 
I 
a 
TANGENT AT 
MAX SLOPS 
Aq, 
P~tch Rate Response to Step Input 
of P~tch Controller Force 
t1 -- INTERSECTION OF MAX. SLOPE LINE AND ZERO AMPLITUDE 
t2 .- INTERSECTION OF MAX SLOPE LINE AND STEADY STATE 
Aq2 
TRANSIENT PEAK RATIO ~q, -
t, ....., EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY 
At 
-
EFFECTIVE RISE TIME 
2 3 
hgure V-B-l. TUIE HISTORY CRITERIA PARAMETERS 
a) A horizontal l~ne defining the steady state pitch rate. 
b) A sloping straight line tangent to the pitch rate time history 
at the point of max~mum slopeo This line is extended to inter-
sect the steady state line and the time axis (maximum slope 
intercept) • 
V-8-1 
c) 
d) 
T~e 
time 
line 
tl is measured from the instant of the step input to the 
corresponding to the intersection of the maximum slope 
w1th the time aX1S. 
Time 
time 
t2 is measured from the instant of the step input to the 
corresponding to the intersection of the maximum slope 
line w1th the steady state line. 
e) The amp11tude quantities ~ql and ~q2 are ~easured as follows: 
~ql = maximum pitch rate minus the steady state; ~q2 = the 
steady state minus the first minimum. 
The above defined measurements shall meet the follow1ng design criteria. 
Effect1ve Time Delay 
The time tl 1S cons1dered an equivalent time delay and shall be 
w1th1n the limits specif1ed below. 
tl ~ effective time delay in command path 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
Pitch 
.12 sec 
.17 sec 
.21 sec 
These time delay values are nominal values found tolerable for demanding con-
trol tasks (such as landing) in combination with good airplane dynamics. Sig-
n1ficantly smaller command path time delays may be required to realize accept-
able flY1ng qualities in specific cases. Conversely, significantly larger 
values may be tolerable in less demanding tasks. 
V-B-2 
.. 
Transient Peak Ratio 
The trans~ent peak ratio 6q2/6ql shall be equal to or less than the 
following: 
Rise Time Parameter 
Level 
I 
2 
3 
6q2/6ql 
.30 
.60 
.85 
The parameter 6t = t2-~1 shall have a value between the following 
limHs: 
Nonterminal F1~ght Phases Terminal Flight Phases 
Level Min 6t Max Level MJ.n 6t Max 
I (9) ~ 6t ~ (500) I (9) ~ 6t ~ (200) VT VT V ... VT T 
2 (3.2) ~ 6~ ~ (1600) 2 (3.2),< 6t ~ (645) T! VT V:--.;;: VT 'T T 
where: V .. T ft/sec, true airspeed. 
Constant-speed pitch rate responses to step force (F_~) input were 
1:.4J 
cOr.lputed for all of the configurations In th the 25 rad/sec feel system. These 
are presented at the end of tlus Appendlx. The effective tine delay (t . ), includ-
1. 
J.Pg the TIFS pJ.tch model-fo!1owlng delay of .06 seconds, and rlse time parameter 
(~~) were measured from these responses and are tabulated on Table V-B-I for the 
Short Aft TaJ.l confJ.guratJ.ons. TransJ.ent peak ratJ.o is not presented, as the 
values for thlS paraneter were Level I for all configuratJ.ons. The results from 
thlS analysls are also presented in Figure V-B-2 where the confJ.gurations with 
pilot ratlngs are spotted on the effectlve tiMe delay and rise tine planc. 
FlYJ.ng qualitJ.cs levels are J.ndlcated on this figure. For the nse tine param-
eter, if = 253.2 ft/ sec and the terminal flight phase hnits lvere used. T 
V-B-3 
< I 
o;:J 
I 
.j:>. 
CONFIGUI~TION 
::;hort Aft Tail Med ex 
TABLE V-B-l. TUIE HISTORY CIUTERIA 
Pitch rate response to step force 1nlHlt. 
t1 - Effective t1me delay. sec - maximum slope 
intercept 
At - Effective rise time. sec - time between 
maximum slope intercept of time axis and 
steady state value 
LEVEL OF DELAY 
A B 
(T1 ) 
+ 
** 
At t1 ** At "'1 
.14 1.59 023 1. 74 
High a .14 1.03 022 1.16 
Med q .14 2.06 
lIigh q .13 .94 
Ex-lligh ~ .14 .44 
*T1 = .35 (shuttle lag/delay) 
C 
t1 ** At 
(.39 1.06)* 
**t1 evaluated with 25 rad/sec feel system. t1 values for the 15 rad/sec feel system are 0.04 sec larger. 
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Fl gure V-[3- 2. SHORT AFT TAIL CONFIGURAiIONS VS TIME HISTORY CRITERIA 
V-B-S 
PITCH RATE RESpm~SE - TIME HISTORY CRITERIA PLOTS 
The follow1ng hgure!J present the constant speed tIne histories of 
p1tch rate response to a step force input for each Short Aft Tail configura-
tion evaluated. The capt10ns beneath each tine history define the configura-
tlon. The tIr:le }llstor1es were normalized so that the steady state for each 
confIguration (except the unaugmented ones) was 1. The:5 rad/sec feel sys-
tem was used to calculate the t1ne h1stories. TIle IS rad/sec feel system 
would increase the "[;1 value by 0.04 sec. The TIFS pItch mOc1p-l-fol loping 
delay of .06 seconds 1S included. Fro~ these tIne histor1es effective time 
delay ("[;1) and r1se tIne (6t) parameters were ceasured. 
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Appendix V-C 
OPEN-LOOP (AIRCRAFT ONLY) PITCH ATTITUDE ANALYSIS 
In this analysls the open-loop, aircraft-only, pitch attitude band-
width was oetained and combined \'i1th eqUJ.valent time delay for correlation with 
pilot ra~ln~~ and comments. This is the bandwidth cri~erl0n suggested by STI 
in Reference 7 \vhere the bandwidth is defined as the lower of the frequencies 
which Ylelds a 6 dB galn margin or 45 deg. phase margin. To easily obtain these 
values for each configuration, the aircraft's open-loop pitch attitude to stick 
force transfer function (6/FES) was plotted on a Nichols diagram. 
The frequency for 6 dB gain I:largw \YaS obtained by shifting the curve 
vert1cally so that it \ven~ through -180 deg. phase angle l'lith a nagnitude of 
-6 dB. Then the frequency at which thlS shlfted curve passed through 0 cn was 
measured. This crossover frequency \vas the band\vidth based on the gain I:largin. 
The frequency for 45 deg. phase margin was obtalned by measuring the 
frequency at which the curve passed through -135 degrees open-loop phase angle. 
This procedure lS shmm in the following sketch: 
Open-loop 
galn 
+6dB 
for 45° Phase Margin 
___ I-____ ~O~dB~_:_::":::_:::_-__:jIlf_-t_-- Open-Loop 
-180° Phase 
V-C-l 
~5' 
w fa r 6 dB Ga in Ma rg i n 
a 
A tabluation of the results of these measurements for the Short Aft 
Tail conf~gurations is presented in Table V-C-l. For all of the configurations, 
the band\i~dth \.;as determined by the frequency at 45 deg phase margin. Plots 
of equivalent t~Me delay (T~) froM the equivalent system analysis (Appendix 
u 
V-A) versus these calculated open-loop bandwidths are presented in Figure V-C-I. 
Pilot ratings for the individual conf~gurat~ons evaluated are pointed out on 
these plots. Also plotted are the Level 2 and 3 boundaries from Reference 7 
for fighter landing approach data. 
V-C-2 
< I 
n 
I 
~ 
II 
CONFIGUHATION 
Short Aft Tal.l Hed a 
Ihgh a 
Mod q 
Ihgh q 
Ex-Hl.gh q 
TABLE V-C-l 
OPEN LOOP BANDlHDTIJ (RAD/SEC) FOR elF ES 
FREQUENCIES FOR 6 dB GAIN ~1ARGIN AND 450 PHASE MARGIN 
Open Loop BandHidth Defined as Lm/er of the THO Values 
LEVEL OF DELAY (T,) 
A B 
6 dB GM 450 PM 6 dB GM 450 PM 6 dB GM 
1035 .57 1.0 .52 
1.42 .80 1.1 .73 
.61 .47 
1.43 .82 (.85 
1084 1068 
*T1 = .35 (shuttle lags/delay) 
C 
450 PM 
.68)* 
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c:--t 
.3 
.2 
.1 
• ® 
, 
Banm~idth defined as frequency 
at 45° Phase Margin for 8/FE's 
Pilot Ratings shown for 
X, = 50' I..rP 
No C,rcle - P,lot A 
Circle - P,lot B 
Level Boundaries 
• 0.- Feedback 
• q.- Feedback 
from Ref 7 
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Appendix V-D 
OPEN-LOOP (AIRCRAFT PLUS UNCOHPENSATED PILOT) PITCH ATTITUDE ANALYSIS 
A simplified method of analyzing the closed-Ioop~ pilot-aircraft 
behavior that has been used to correlate pilot ratings was developed in Refer-
ence 5. In this method~ only the airplane pitch attitude and uncompensated 
pilot model transfer functions are necessaryo The open-Ioop~ uncompensated 
p110t-aircraft transfer function (e/e ) is plotted on a Hichols diagram. 
(
'A e: The slope of th1s line, ~,t), at sone reference frequency is a Iileasure of the 
closed-loop resonance. The l!l~re positive the slope becomes, the lm.;er the 
closed-loop resonance will be. The dHferent1al phase angle ll.~e bet\vecn -90 
deg and the phase angle at the reference frequency is a Iileasure of the amount 
of lead compensat10n that the p110t IilUSt apply: the larger the d1fferential 
phase angle, the larger the lead nust be. 
Nichols diagrams \vere obtained for each evaluated configuration with 
the unconpensated p110t nodel: (The 25 rad/ sec feel systeIil \/as used In this 
analys1s). 
Yp =K -.258 (58:1 ) Pe e e 
The transfer function was normalized by adjusting the gain I?e such that the 
curves \-lould pass through o dB at w = I rad/sec. The measurements taken do 
not depend upon EPe. 
Nichols diagrams are 
the slope and phase 
A reference frequency \.;as chosen as 1.2 rad/sec. These 
presented at the end of this Appendix. A tabulation of 
measurements taken off of these plots for the Short Aft 
Ta11 configurations 1S shown in Table V-D-I. These measurements are also 
plotted on Figure V-D-I. The pilot ratings for each configuration are also 
1nd1cated on this figure along \.;ith flying qualities level boundaries from 
Reference 8. 
The open-loop slope (~;)e is high enough for all of the configura-
tions that it is not a factor. The differential phase ll.,te is, however, an 
important var1able 1n this analysis. As the phase grows more negative, the 
V-D-I 
pilot ratings become worse o The large negative phase angles correspond to the 
confioura~ions w1th extra lags and delays inserted (T1 = B and C). They also 
correspond to the configurations with lower levels of augmentation. This indicated 
that these configurations will require large amounts of pilot lead in the closed 
loop to achieve desired performance. 
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TABLE V-D-1 
OPEt\ LOOP a/PES PLUS UNCmlPENSATED PILOT 
SLOPE (~~) VS. DIFFEHENTIAL PHASE (6,te) 
e 
AT REFERENCE FREQUENCY, Wo = 1.2 RAD/SEC 
~(3) = K 53+1 e-· 253 _0_ (3) 
o£ Po 3 FES 
25 rdd/ sec Feel SyHcm 
LEVEL OF DELAY (T1) 
A B 
6A 
M~ dB/deg 6,tO~ deg 61- " dB/deg 6j.O~ deg 
Short Aft Tail Ned a .38 -100 u33 -107 
Il1gh a .28 -93 .25 -101 
t-1ed l{ .31 -127 
lIigh CJ .24 -93 
Ex-ll1gh q .15 -51 
*T1 = .35 (shuttle lag/delay) 
C 
M dB/deg 61-e~ deg M· ~ 
(.19 -113)* 
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e Open Loop e (s) = Xp 5s + 1 e-' 25s _6_ (s) 
e:: • e s FES 
Slope ~ b. Phase at we = 1.2 r.ad/sec 
. . -~,.. ~ -
'-oJ • I _ :._ a :J,J ~ "'--1" 
Pilot Ratings shovJn for 
XMP = 50', XpCR = -10' 
Level Boundaries from Ref. 8 
• a- Feejback 
• q- Feedback 
No Clrcle - Pilot A 
25 r/s feel syste~ 
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Figure V-O-l. SHORT AFT TAIL OPEN LOOP 6/FES PLUS 
UNCOMPENSATED PILOT, SLOPE VS P~ASE 
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® 
• 
-120 -140 
• 
OPEN-LOOP AIRCRAFT PLUS UNCOMPENSATED PILOT NICHOLS DIAGRM5, a/a 
e: 
The following figures present the open-loop aircraft plus uncompen-
sated pilot NlChols diagraQs for each Short Aft Tail configuration evaluated. 
The pilot model contains a 025 second delay and 101'1' frequency integration cap-
abillty (58;1). The galn (Kpa) \/as adjusted to normallze the curves to force 
them through 0 dB at w = 1. rad/sec. (The 25 rad/sec feel system was used) • 
a/a = K e -.258 (58+1) a/F 
e: Pe 8 ES 
The measurements taken from these plots were the slope (~~), dB/deg and the 
differential phase at 1.2 rad/sec (6~a = [phase @ w = 1.2 rad1 + 90 deg). The 
captlons on each plot define the configuration. The order of the frequency 
pOlnts are: 
.12, .14, .16, .2, .24, .28, .. • .:>, .35, .4, .45, 
.6, .65, .7, .8, .9 
x = above frequencles x 10. 
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Appendix VI 
RECORDING LIST 
Variable (all incremental values 
referenced to engage value) 
- incremental pitch att1tude, model 
- incremental pitch attitude, TIFS 
- pitch rate, model 
- pitch rate, TIFS 
- increrneIlI .. al angle of attack, 
inertial, model transformed to 
TIFS c.g. 
- 1ncremental angle of attack, 
1nert1al, TIFS 
- incremental veloc1ty, model 
- incremental velocity, TIFS 
- longitudinal accelerat10n, mod~l 
transformed to TIFS c.g. 
- longitudinal acceleration~ TIPS 
- normal acceleration, pilot model 
- normal acceleration, pilot TIFS 
- rate of c11mb, model transformed 
to TIFS c.g. 
- rate of climb, TIFS 
- pitch stick force 
Recording Scale 
Factor~ units/volt 
2.5 deg 
2.5 deg 
2. deg/sec 
2. deg/sec 
2. deg 
2. deg 
33.3 ft/sec 
33.3 ft/sec 
2. ft/sec 2 
2. ft/sec 2 
.25 g 
.25 g 
25 ft/sec 
25 ft/sec 
10 lb 
- roll wheel force 10 lb 
- angle of attack rate, inertial, 2. deg/sec 
model transformed to TIFS c.g. 
- angle of attack rate, inertial, TIFS 2. deg/sec 
- altitude acceleration, TIFS 10 ft/sec 2 
- normal acceleration, c.g. TIFS 
- bank att1tude, model 
- bank att1tude, TIFS 
- roll rate, model 
- roll rate, TIFS 
- yaw rate, model 
VI-l 
.25 g 
10 deg 
10 deg 
5. deg/sec 
S. deg/sec 
2. deg/sec 
D~gltal 
Channel No. 
26 r 
27 SDVTCG 
28 SI 
29 N 
Ypm 
30 il 
Yp 
31 (l g 
32 * 
33 aTl1 
34 3'1"'11 
35 V T',! 
-" 
36 Ml 
zl1CG 
37 II 
YUCG 
38 * 
39 * 
40 * 
41 eZC 
42 CIT. 
r. "{ 
43 cRP 
44 13 
en 
Append~x VI (CONT'D) 
RECORDING LIST 
Var~able (all incremental values 
referenced to engage value) 
- ya\'l rate, TIFS 
- sidesllp, inertial, model trans-
formed to TIFS c.g. 
- sideslip, inertlal, TIFS 
- lateral acceleration, pllot model 
- lateral accelerat~on, pllot TIFS 
- angle of attack, turbulence 
component, model 
- angle of attack, total, model c.g. 
- sideslip, total, model c.g. 
- velocity, inertlal, model 
- incremental normal acceleration, 
model c.g. 
- lateral acceleration, Model c.g. 
- elevator column deflection 
- a~leron wheel deflectlon 
- rudder pedal deflection 
- elevator surface deflectlon, model 
Recording Scale 
Factor, units/volt 
2. deg/sec 
2. deg 
2. deg 
.1 g 
.1 g 
2. deg 
2. deg 
2. deg 
66.7 ft/sec 
.25 g 
.1 g 
1. in 
10. deg 
.5 ln 
2.5 deg 
~OTE: *Various signals recorded to check TIFS sensor system, check fllght 
folders for particular signal recorded. 
VI-2 
O~g~tal 
Channel No. 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
o 
o 
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m 
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Appendix VI (CeNTrO) 
RECORDING LIST 
Var~able (all incremental values 
referenced to engage value) 
- aileron surface deflect~on, model 
- rudder surface deflection, model 
- thrust, model engines 
- pressure altitude, TIFS 
- wheel height, model 
- glide slope deviation (+ a/c high) 
Loc.Dev. - local~zer deviation (+ alc left of 
centerline) 
LD. 
8 
eTIFS 
o 
aTIFS 
o 
Y'TIFS 
o 
XRt 
- touchdown pulse 
- elevator surface deflect~on, TIFS 
- aileron surface deflection, TIFS 
- rudder surface deflect~on, TIFS 
- throttle position, right, TIFS 
- s~de force surface deflection, 
right, TIFS 
- direct l~ft flap deflection, right, 
TIFS 
VI-3 
Record~ng Scale 
Factor, units/volt 
10. deg 
50 deg 
20,000 lb. 
2500 ft 
100 ft. 
.05 deg 
.25 deg 
2.5 deg 
2. deg 
10. deg 
10. deg 
40 deg 
4. deg 
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